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Jurisdiction by Consent, and Notice
Questions to Discuss

(Note: these questions cover several classes)

Jurisdiction by Consent

1. According to Carnival Cruise, when can consent serve as a permissible basis for exercising
personal jurisdiction?

2. According to Carnival Cruise, when is a forum selection clause not enforceable?

3. What is the difference between a forum selection clause and a choice of law clause?

Notice

1. The first question in an examination ofjudicial power over a defendant concerns notice.
More precisely, there are two notice questions to consider.

2. Can you explain what it means to say that to determine whether a defendant received
adequate notice, a court must first evaluate the manner of service that the legislative body has
prescribed?

3. After satisfaction of any rule or statutory requirements for notice, what constitutional
requirements apply? What did the Court say in this regard in Jones v. Flowers?
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CARNIVAL CRUISE LINES, INC.

V.

SHUTE ET VIR

Np 591647,

Supreme Court of the United States.

Argued January 15, 1991
Decided April 17. 1991

CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS FOR THE NINTH CIRCUIT

58 “58 Richard K Mllwzi argued the cause for petitioner With him on the bnefs were David C Roll and Lawrence D
V4nsorr

Gregory] Wall argued the cause and filed a brief for respondents

58’ ‘587 JUSTICE BLACKMUN delivered the opinion of the Court,

In this admiralty case we primarily consider whether the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit correctly
refused to enforce a forum-selection clause contained in tickets issued by petitioner Carnival Cruise Lines Inc to
respondents Eulala and Russet Shute

The Shutes, through an Arlington, Wash., travel agent, purchased passage for a 7-day cruise on petitioner’s ship the
Trop;cale. Respondents paid the fare to the agent who forwarded the payment to petitioner’s headquarters in Miami
Fla Petitioner then prepared the tickets and sent them to respondents in the State of Washington The face of each
ticket, at its left-hand lower corner, contained this admonition

“8. it is agreed by and between the passenger and the Carrier that all disputes and matters whatsoeverarising under, in connection with or incident to this Contract ‘588 shall be litigated, if at all, in and beforea Court located in the State of Florid U S A, to the exclusion of the Courts of any other state orcountry.” Id., at 16.

Respondents boarded the Tropicale in Los Angeles, Cal The ship sailed to Puerto Vallarta Mexico and then returned
to Los Angeles While the ship was in intemational waters off the Mexican coast, respondent Eulala Shute was inlured
when she slipped on a deck mat during a guided tour of the ship’s galley Respondents tiled suit against petitioner in
the United States District Court for the Western District of Washington, claiming that Mrs Shute’s injuries had been
caused by the negligence of Carnival Cruise Lines and Its employees Id. at 4

Petitioner moved for summary judgment, contending that the forum clause in respondents’ lickets required the $hu;es
to bring their suit against petitioner in a court in the State of Florida Petitioner contended, alternatively that the District
Court lacked personal jurisdiction over petitioner because petitIoner’s contacts with the Stale of ilijashington were
insubstantial The District Court granted the motion, holding that petitioner’s contacts with Washington were
constitutionally insufficient to support the exercise of personal jurisdiction See App to Pet for Cert 60a

The Court ot Appeals reversed Reasoning that “but for” petitioner’s solicitation of business in Washington
respondents would not have taken the cruise and Mrs. Shute would not have been injured the court concluded that
petitioner had sufficient contacts with Washington to justify the District Courts exercise of personal lurisdiction 897 F
2d 377 385-386 fCA9 1990.U

5ic 58’t Turning to the forum-selection clause the Court of Appeals acknowledged that a court concerned with the
enforceability of such a clause must begin its analysis with The 8remen v ZaoLa Off-Shore Co , 407 U S 1 (1912j,
where this Court held that forum-selection clauses, although not “historically favored.” are “prima facre valid” id at
910 See 897 F, 2d, at 388 The appellate court concluded that the forum clause should not be enforced because it
“was not freely bargained for.” Id., at 389. As an “independent justification” for refusing to enforce the clause, the Court
of Appeals noted that there was evidence in the record to indicate that “the Shutes are physically and linancially
Incapable of pursuing this litigation in Florida” and that the enforcement of the clause would operate to depnve them of
their day in court and thereby contravene this Court’s holding in The Brmen, 897 F. 2d, at 89
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Lioth petitioner and respondents argue vigorously that the Court’s opinion in Ihe Liremen governs this case, and each
591 side purports to find ample support for its position in that 591 opinion’s broad-ranging language. This seeming

paradox derives in large part from key factual differences between this case and The Bremen, differences that
preclude an automatic and simple application of The Bremen’s general principles to the facts here.

In The Bremen, this Court addressed the enforceability of a forum-selection clause in a contract between two business ,“

corporations. An American corporation, Zapata, made a contract with Unterweser, a German corporation, for the
towage of Zapata’s oceangoing drilling rig from Louisiana to a point in the Adriatic Sea off the coast of Italy. The
agreement provided that any dispute arising under the contract was to be resolved in the London Court of Justice.
After a storm in the Gulf of Mexico seriously damaged the rig, Zapata ordered Unterweser’s ship to tow the rig to
Tampa, Fla., the nearest point of refuge, Thereafter, Zapata sued Unterweser in admiralty in federal court at Tampa
Citing the forum clause, Unterweser moved to dismiss. The District Court denied Unterweser’s motion, and the Court
of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit, sitting en banc on rehearing, and by a sharply divided vote, affirmed, In re Comolaint of
Unteiweser Reederel, GmBH, 446 F. 2d 907 (19711

This Court vacated and remanded, stating that, in general, “a freely negotiated private international agreement,
unaffected by ftaud, undue influence, or overweening bargaining power, such as that involved here, should be given
full effect” 407 U. S. at 12-13 (footnote omitted). The Court further generalized that “in the light of present-day
commercial realities and expanding international trade we conclude that the forum clause should control absent a
strong showing that it should be set aside,” !d, at 15. The Court did not define precisely the circumstances that would
make it unreasonable for a court to enforce a forum clause. Instead, the Court discussed a number of factors that

592 made it reasonable to enforce the clause at issue in The Bremen and 592 that, presumably, would be pertinent in any
determination whether to enforce a similar clause.

In this respect, the Court noted that there was “strong evidence that the forum clause was a vital part of the
agreement, and [that] it would be unrealistic to think that the parties did not conduct their negotiations, Including fixing
the monetary terms, with the consequences of the forum clause figuring prominently in their calculations.” Id., at 14
(footnote omitted). Further, the Court observed that it was not “dealing with an agreement between two Americans to
resolve their essentially local disputes in a remote alien forum,” and that in such a case, “the serious inconvenience of
the contractual forum to one or both of the parties might carry greater weight in determining the reasonableness of the
forum clause.” Id., at 17. The Court stated that even where the forum clause establishes a remote forum for resolution
of conflicts, “the party claiming [unfairness] should bear a heavy burden of proof” thid

In applying The Bremen, the Court of Appeals in the present litigation took note of the foregoing “reasonableness”
factors and rather automatically decided that the forum-selection clause was unenforceable because, unlike the parties
in The Btemen, respondents are not business persons and did not negotiate the terms of the clause with petitioner
Alternatively, the Court of Appeals ruled that the clause should not be enforced because enforcement effectively would
deprive respondents of an opportunity to litigate their claim against petitioner.

http://scholar.google.cornlschoLarcase?case9028056548094453022&qcarnival+cruise+v... 7/7.2O 14
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• ..,•••‘• ‘“‘.‘ ‘ i’.uuu uaII ..HUII utwiI tuiiipariies or two airierent nations contemplating the
tow of an extremely costly piece of equipment from Louisiana across the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean,
through the Mediterranean Sea to Its final destination in the Adriattc Sea.” Id., at 13. These facts suggest that, even

593 apart from the evidence of negotiation regarding the forum clause, it was entirely reasonable for the Court in The 593
Bremen to have expected Unterweser and Zapata to have negotiated with care in selecting a forum for the resolution
of disputes arising from their special towing contract.

In contrast, respondents passage contract was purely routine and doubtless nearly identical to every commercial
passage contract issued by petitioner and most other cruise lines. See, e. g., Hodes v. S. N. C. Achile Lauro ed Aitri
Gestione, 658 F. Zd 905. 910 (CA3 1988L cert. Uism’d, P.Y: In this context, it would be entirely
unreasonable for us to assume that respondents—or any other cruise passenger—would negotiate with petitioner the
terms of a forum-selection clause in an ordinary commercial cruise ticket, Common sense dictates that a ticket of this
kind will be a form contract the terms of which are not subject to negotiation, and that an individual purchasing the
ticket will not have bargaining parity with the cruise line. But by ignoring the crucial differences in the business
contexts in which the respective contracts were executed, the Court of Appeals analysis seems to us to have distorted
somewhat this Court’s holding in The Bremen.

In evaluating the reasonableness of the forum clause at issue in this case, we must refine the analysis of The Bremen
to account for the realities of form passage contracts. As an Initial matter, we do not adopt the Court of Appeals’
determination that a nonnegotiated forum-selectIon clause in a form ticket contract is never enforceable simply
because it is not the subject of bargaining. Including a reasonable forum clause in a form contract of this kind well may
be permissible for several reasons: First, a cruise line has a special interest in limiting the fora in which it potentially
could be subject to suit. Because a cruise ship typically carries passengers from many locales, it is not unlikely that a
mishap on a cruise could subject the cruise line to litigation in several different fora, See The Bremen. 407 U. S.. at
J. and n. 15; Hodes. 556 F. 2d. at 913. Additionally, a clause establishing ex ante the forum for dispute resolution has

594 the salutary 594 effect of dispelling any confusion about where suits arising from the contract must be brought and
defended, sparing litigants the time and expense of pretrial motions to determine the correct forum and conserving
judicial resources that otherwise would be devoted to deciding those motions. See Stewart Organization, 487 U. S., at
33 (concurring opinionL Finally, it stands to reason that passengers who purchase tickets containing a forum clause
like that at issue in this case benefit in the form of reduced fares reflecting the savings that the cruise line enjoys by
limiting the fora in which it may be sued. Cf. Northwestern Nat. Ins. Co. v. Donovan, 916 F. 2d 372. 373 ICA7 19901

We also do not accept the Court of Appeals’ “independent justification” for its conclusion that The Brernen dictates that
the clause should not be enforced because “[t]here is evidence in the record to indicate that the Shutes are physically
and financially incapable of pursuing this litigation in Florida.” 897 F. 2d. at . We do not defer to the Court of
Appeals’ findings of fact. In dismissing the case for lack of personal jurisdiction over petitioner, the District Court made
no finding regarding the physical and financial impediments to the Shutes’ pursuing their case in Florida. The Court of
Appeals’ conclusory reference to the record provides no basis for this Court to validate the finding of inconvenience
Furthermore, the Court of Appeals did not place in proper context this Courts statement In The Brernen that “the
serious Inconvenience of the contractual forum to one or both of the parties might carry greater weight in determinng
the reasonableness of the forum clause.” 407 U. S.. at 17. The Court made this statement in evaluating a hypothetical
“agreement between two Americans to resolve their essentially local disputes in a remote alien forum,” Ibid. In the
present case, Florida is not a “remote alien forum,” nor—given the fact that Mrs Shute’s accident occurred off the
coast of Mexico— is this dispute an essentially local one inherently more suited to resolution in the State of

595 Washington than in Florida. In 595 light of these distinctions, and because respondents do not claim lack of notice of
the forum clause, we conclude that they have not satisfied the “heavy burden of proof” ibid., requited to set aside the
clause on grounds of inconvenience,

It bears emphasis that forum-selection clauses contained in form passage contracts are subject to judicial scrutiny for
fundamental fairness. In this case, there is no indication that petitioner set Florida as the forum in which disputes were
to be resolved as a means of discouraging cruise passengers from pursuing legitimate claims. Any suggestion of such
a bad-faith motive is belied by two facts: Petitioner has its principal place of business in Florida, and many of its
cruises depart from and return to Florida ports. Similarly, there is no evidence that petitioner obtained respondents’
accession to the forum clause by fraud or overreaching. Finally, respondents have conceded that they were given
notice of the forum provision and, therefore, presumably retained the option of rejecting the contract with impunity. In
the case before us, therefore, we conclude that the Court of Appeals erred in refusing to enforce the forum-selection
clause.
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Cite as: 547 U. S._f2005)

Opiidtm of the Court

NOTIC& sicie to rn’b5cetien e the
prel.hoiasry punt the Umt4 StI.e Eepet. Reakze are r stea to
na the Beportor Ddwax 5ueme Cutzt of Llie Uted Statee, Wasii
intnti. 31. (3. 20543, soy arrp1aka1 ath funa1 erunz, to urler
that erre uaie bdou the rI utoory runt TJee tOp

SUPRE1VIE COuRT OF TEE UNITED STATES

No. 04—1477

GARY ItENT JONES. PETITIONER u. LINDA K..
FLOWERS ET AL

ON WRIT 0? CERTIORAM TO TEE SUFPE2lE COURT OF
ARX&N&tS

[April 2B, 20061

CHEF JUSTICE ROBERTS delivered the opinion of the
Court

Before a State may take property a.nd sell it for trupaid
tax, the Due Process Clause of the Fourtetnth Amend
merit requires the government to pxovide the owner “no
moe and opportunity for hearing aipruciate to the nature
of the cases Mullame v. Certtral Eamover Bank & Trust Ca.,
339 U. S. 306, 313 (1950). We granted certiorari to deter
mine whether, when notice of a tax sa)e is mailed to the
owner and returned undeivered, the government must take
additional reasonable steps to provide notice before taking
the ovner’s propãrty.

I

In 1967, petitioner Gary Jones purchased a hDuse at 717
North Bryan Staeet in Little Rock, Arkansas. lIe lived in
the house with his wife until they separated in 1993.
Jones then moved into an apartment in Little Rock, pnd
his wife continued to live in the North &yau Street house.
Jones paid his mortgage each month for 30 years, and the
mortgage camp any F aid Jones’ roperty taxes. After
Jones paid off his mortgage in 1997, the property taxes

I
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JONES u. FLDWEPS

Opimon of the Cart

went unpaid. anti the property was certi5ed. as deinquent.
In April 2000, respondent Mark Wilcox, the Comxnis

sioner of State Lands (Commissioner), attempted to notify
Jones of his tax delinQuency, and his right to redeem the
property, by mailing a certied letter to Jones at the
North Bryan Street address. See Ark. Code Ann. §26—37—
301 (1997). The packet of information stated that unless
Jones redeemed the property, it would be subject to public
sale two years Inter on April 17, 2002.. See ibid.. Nobody
was home to sign for the letter, and nobody appeared at
the post office to retrieve the letter within the next 15
days. The post office returned the unopened packet to the
Commissioner marked “‘unclaimed.” Pet. for Cert. 3.

Two years later, and just a few weeks before the public
sale, the Commissioner published a hotice of public sale in
the Arkansas Democrat C-azette No bids were submitted,
which permitted the State to negotiatr a private sale of
the property. See §26—37—20%(b). Several nonths later,
respondent Linda Flowers submitted a p chase offer.
The Commissioner mailed another certified letter to Jones
at the North Bryan Street address, attempting to notify
him that his house would be sold to Flowers if he did not
pay his taxes. Like the .rst letter, the second was also
returned to the Commissioner marked “unclaimed.” Ibid.
Flowers purchased the house, which the parties stiuiated
in the trial court had a fair market value of $80,000, for
$21,042.15. Record 224. Immediately after the 30-day
period for postsale redemption passed, see §26—37=202(e),
Flowers had an unlawful detainer notice delivered to the
property. The notice was ser’ed on Jones’ daughter, who
contacted Jonas and. notified him of the tax sale. id., at 11
(EDth.B).

Jones ied a lawsuit in Arkansas state court against the
Commissioner and Flowers, alleging that the Commis
sioner’s failure to provide notice of the tat sale and of
Jones’ right to redeem resulted in the taking of his prop.
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Cite s: 547U6._(2D06)

Qirion of th. Court

erty without due process. The Commissioner and Flowers

moved for summary judgment on the giotmd. that the two

undaimed. letters sent by the Commissioner were a c0nsti-

tistionafly adeqiate attempt at notice, and Jones ied a

cxoss-3notipn far summary judgment. The lila) court

gi-anted summary judgment i favor of the Commissioner

and Flowers. App. to Pet. for Ceri. 12a—13a. it concluded

that the Arkansas tax sale statute, which set forth the

notice procedure followed by the C missioner, comp]ied

with constitutional due process requirements.

ri
A

Due process does not require that a property owner
receive actual notice before the government may take his
uroperty. Dusenbery, SUnTn, at 170. Rather, we have
stated that due process requires the goverri.ment to pro
vide “notice reasonably calculated, under afl the ±cum
stances, to apprise interested parties of the pendency of
the action a.rid afford their3 an npprtunity to present their
objections.” MulZepe, 339 U. S., at 314. The Commis
sinner argues that once the State provided notice reasona
bly calculated to apprise Jones of the impending tax sale
by mailing him a certified letter, due process was satisfled.
The Arkansas statutory scheme is reasonably calculated to
provide notice, the Commissioner continues, because it
provides for notice by certifed mail to an address that the
property owner is responsible for keeping up to date. See
Ark. Code Anii. §26—35—705 (1997). The Corumissioner
notes this Court’s ample precedent condoning notice by
mail, see, e.g., Dusenbery, supr, at 169; 7Lcci Pro/es
sionoi Coflectio-t Service. ircc. v. Pope, 485 U. S. 478, 490
(1988); Menn.onite Ed. of Missions v. Adorns, 462 U. 6. 791,
793 (1983); Muflnne, supra, at 318—319, and adds that the
Arkansas scheme exceeds constitutional requirements by
requiring the CommIssioner to use certified mail. Brief for
Reavorident Commissioner 14—15.

It is tx:e that this Court has deemed notice ciuastitu
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tionaily sufnment if it was reasonably calculated to reach
the intended recipient when sent. See, e.g.. Du.senbaiy,
SUDTcL, at 168—169; Muila7te, 339 IJ. S., at 314. in eath of
these cases, the g,vertuuent attempted. to provide notice
and heard nothngbac.]t indicating that anything had gone
awry, and we stated. that “[t)be reasonableness and hence
the conxtitutiotiai validity of [the) chosen method may be
defended on the ground that it is in itself reasonably
certain to inform those afted.” Id., at 315; see also
Dusenb cry, SUpTa, at 170. But we hay-a never addressed
whether due process entails further responsibility when
the government becomes aware pricr to the taking that its
attempt at notice has faile± That is a new wrinkle, and.
we have e:cplained that the “notice reqnired will vary with
circumstances and conditions.” Welker v. City of Hutchin
son, 352 U. S. 112, 115 (1956). The questiDu presented
is whether such knowledge on the gvemment’s part is
a “c]rcumstaflce and ntht:. U-_at vanes the nti
rqinred.”

In Mu1tnr_a, we stated that ‘when notice is a person’s
due ... [t)be means employed must be such as one desir
ous of actually infarmina the absentee mizht reasonaby
adoc’t to accomplish it,” 339 U. S., at 315, and, that assess
ing the adequec7 of a part2c1Jar form of notice reriuirs
balancing the “interest of the State” against “the individ
u21 interest sought to be rctected by the Fourteenth
kmeud-ment,” id,, at 314.

We do ct think that a percon who a ally desired to
inform a Teal crrperty owneT of an intending tax sale of a
h,,ii ‘i’ nwr wru!d do rctbi::r whan a certified letter

- - . r’ ‘t.. ..sent Co CLo L Z,IL i i.11.1LL’_L. ii Lii...

sioner prepared a stark of letters to mail to delinquent

tainayers, handed them to the posan, and than watched
as the departing postnan accidentally dropted the lethr
down a storm drain, cne would taertainly expect the Com
missioner’s ofEce to prepare a new stack of letters and
send them again. Na one “desirous of actually informing”
the owners would simply shrug his shoulders as the letters
disappeared and say “I tried,” Failure to fellow up would
be unreasonable, dspite the fact that the letters were
reasonably calculated to reach their intended recipients
when delivered to the postman.

By the same token, when a letter is returned by the post
ofE:e, the sender will ordiOsrily attempt to resend it, if it
is practicable to do so. See STnall v. United States, l3
F. 3d 1334, 1337 (CAD C 1998). This is especially true
when, as here, the subject matter of the letter concerns
such o.n important and irreversible prospectas the loss of
a house. ?-Jthou;h the State may have made a reasonable
calculation of how to reach Jones, it bad. good rr’n tr
suspect when the notice was returned that Jones was “no
better off than if the notice had never been sen” Matone,
StLDTS, at 37. Deciding to take no further action is not
what someone “desirous of actually informing” Jones
would do; such a person would take further reasonable
steps if any were available
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It is certainly true, as the Conmissioner and olicit:r
General contend, that the failure of notice in a speciñc

ca.e does not estab the inadequacy of the attempted
notice; in that sense, the c.ons+itutiouthty of a particular
procedure for notice is assessed en nate, rather than post
hoc. But if a feature of the State’s chose proCedure is
that it promptly provides adc1ional inforzaatioxi to the
government about the efectiveaesa of notice it does net
contravene the en cage principle to ctmsider what the
government does with that inibrrnacion in assessing the
atIeqiacy cf the chosen proced.ire. After al’, the STate

ex crt!C that it would r.nity learn whethe: its

enort to erect notice through certined mail had succeedei
It would not be inccnsirtent with the approach the Court
has ta)cen in notice cases to ark, with respect to a prece
dare under which telephone calls were placed to owners,
what the State did when no one answered, Asiring what
the State does when a notice letter is returned undairne
is not substantively dcuerent,

B

In resptrnre to the retroerl fria sung that Jones
hal not received notice tnat be was about to lose bys prOp
erty, the State cd ncthug. for the reasons stated, w
conclude the State should have token additional reason
able stem to notify lon’s, if pr ticalile to do so. ‘iThe
oseetion r noins whether there Were any such a;aiabe
stens. Vinile “[j)t is not our rerrosaibility to presrlhe t:
iorm of scribe that the [ ovcrnc:eat] should adopt,” Gree
ne, 45B U. S., at 455, a. , ii there were no reaonble adi
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Cite as: 547 U. 8. (2006)

Opioinn of the Ccnut

tional steps the government could have taJcen up on return ci
the unclaimed. notice letter, it cannot be .iilted for doing
nothing.

We think there were seveTal reasonable steps the State
could have taken. What steps are reasonable in Tesponse
to new informatmu depends upon what the new informa
tion reveals. The return of the cer±iñed letter marked
undajrned” meant either that Jones still lived at 717
North Bryan Street, but was not home when the postman
called and. did. not retrieve the letter at the post office, or
that Jones no longer resided at that address. One reason
able step prhnaxiiy addressed to the former possibility
would be for the State to resend the notice by regular mail,
so that a signature was not required.. The Commissioner
says that use of certified mail makes actual notice more
likely, because requlling the recipient’s sig-nature protects
against misdeivexy. But that is only true, of course, wlim

( someone is home to sign for the letter, or to inform the
mail carrier that be has arrived at the wrong address.
Otier*ise, “[c]crtiflcd mail is dispatched and handled in
transit as ordinary maiJ, United States k’ostal Service,
Domestic Mail Manual §50132.l (Max. 16, 2006), and the
use of certiñed mail might make actual notice less likely in
some cases—the letter cannot be left like regular mail to
be eicamIned at the end of the day, and. it can only be
retrieved from the post office for a snecifled period of time.
Following up with regular mail might slab increase the
chances of actual notice to Jones il—as it turned out—he
bad. moved.. Even occupants who ignored certified mail
notice slips addressed to the owner (if any bad been left)
might scrawl the owner’s new address on the notice packet
and leave it for the postman to retrieve, or notify Jones
directly.

Other reasonable followup measures, directed at the
possibility that Jones had moved as well as that he bad
simply not retrieved the certified letter, would have been
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JONES t.’. FLOWERS

Dinjo of tb Court

to post notice on the front door, or to address otherwise
undeliverable mail to “ocoupant.” Most States that etplic
lily outline adthtionai procedures in their tax sale statutes
require iust such steps. See IL 2, supra. Either app-roach
would increase the likelihood- that the owner would be
notiñed. that he was about to lose his property, given the
failure of a letter deliverable only to the Owner in person.
That is clear in the case of an owner who still reaided at
the premises. It is also true in the case of an owner who
has moved. Occupants who might disregard a certiñed
mail slip not addressed to them are less likely to ignore
posted notice, and a letter addressed to them (even as
“occupant”) might be opened and read. in either case,
there is a signiñca.nt chance the occupants will alert the
owner, if only because a change in ownership could well
affect their own occupancy. In fact, Jones liz-st learned of
the State’s effort to sell his house when he was alerted by

.....—t.z-a.2 C,. u5Cj.- LO wa., EVL

with an unlawful detainer notice.
Jones believes that the Cornmsioner should have

searched for his new address in the Little Rock phonebook
and other government records such as income tax rolls.
We do not believe the government was required to go this
far. As the Commissioner points out, the ret-urn of Jones’
mail marked “unclaimed” did not necessarily mean ti-mt
717 North Bryan Street was an incorrect address; it
merely informed- the Commissioner that no one appeared
to sign for the mail before the designated date on which it
would be returned to the sender. An open-ended search
LOT a new address—especially when the State obligates the
taxpayer to keep his adth-e’s updated with the tax collec
tor, see Ark. Code Ann. §2&—35—705 (1997)—imposes
burdens on the State significantly greater than the several
relatively easy options outlined aboyc.

* * *

There is no reason to suppose that the State will ever be
less than fully zealous in its efforts to secure the tax reve
nue it needs. The same cannot be said for the State’s
efforts to ensure that its citizens receive proper notice
before the State takes action against them. In this case,
the State is exerting exaordinary power against a prop
erty owner—ta]dng and selling a house he owns. It is not
too much to insist that the State do a bit more to attempt
to let him know about it when the notice letter addressed
to him is returned unclaimed.

The Comrnsioner’s effort to proida notice to Jones of
an impending tax sale of his house was insuffident to
satisfy due process given the ±cumstances of this case.
The judgment of the Arkansas Supreme Court is reversed,
and the case is remanded for proceedings not inconsistent
with this opinion.
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Notice Pleading Problem — FaIl 2007 exam

Essay Question Na 3. total points 23113

.Arujrie the State of Texas the following statute, which we wifl refer to as Art 1, that
provides for service of process against a corporation. [Texas actuafly has something like
this, but I have intentionally modiSed the statute in certain respects for purposes of this
ecarn querbon].

Assuzie At I provides for service on the president, any vice presidents EadJOT registered
agent of the corporation and that whenevei a corporation shall fail to appoint or maintain
a rgistred agent in this State, then the Secretary of State shall he an agent of such
ecrocrabma upon whom any process may be served.

Fcrt.hermore, when process is served on the Secretary of State Art. I directs that the
Secretary of State shall immediately cause one of the copies to he forwarded by
registered snail, adiressed to the corporation. at its registered oce and that this address
shall be given to the Secretary of State by the person socking that process he served.

Then, Art. I provides as follows:

If the Secretarj of State fails to mail the process to the correct address
aiven to it by the ve:son seeking that pocess be served, such service
shall still he considered valid provided that the address aiven to the
Secretary of State was correct and cunent as of the date of fransniial to
the Secretary of Sate.

Assue that Paul sues I) be.. an Illinois corporation, in Texas state court and that I) Inc.
is sirposcd to (ui:der iotbr p virion of Texas law) have a restered ascot fsr service
of prcces m the state bt does net Paul seeks to use Art 1 to mail serve to the
Secr:aty of State and crrrectiy gives I) Inc.’s add:ess ti the Sec-retory of State as I), Inc.,
1234 \Va:ker Drive, fbic;u tincis 606u1. The Secretary of State rrceives the process
from Paul hut iucorreuly maiLs it to 1) inc. at the foiewine address: 56Th Wacky Diivo,
Chicago illinois 60602.

D Inc fails to appear and Paul obtains a default judgment On notice of the default
judgment fwhiuh Paul conecLy mailed to D’s actual address), 0 be. files a motion to set
aside the default on the aruur.d that this judanient violates their due process ri&thts. Flow
should the court nile?
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Arbitration,
Questions to Discuss

1. What was the question the Court was answering in Concepcion?

2. Why do you think the parties in Concepcion were fighting so fiercely over whether the claim
had to go to arbitration? What do you think the stakes are in this fight?

3. According to the Supreme Court precedents cited in Concepcion, what is the standard for
determining the enforceability of an arbitration agreement?

4. According to the Supreme Court in Concepcion, why did the savings clause of section 2 of
the FAA not invalidate the arbitration agreement in that case?
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LINKSYS SMART WI-Fl TERMS OF SERVICE

Welcome to the Linksys Smart Wi-Fl service! Please read these Terms of Service carefully before compieting

the registration process and/or using the Unksys Smart Wi-Fl service. These Terms of Service create an

agreement between you and Linksys LLC (“Linksys”) regarding your use of the Linksys Smart Wi-Fl service,

including any apps that facilitate use of the Linksys Smart ‘Ni-Fl service (Service). Your use of the Service is

governed by these Terms of Service, the Unksys Smart WiF1 Privacy Statement and the End User Liceflse

Agreement. These Terms of Service do not govern your use of any Linksys router or other Linksys device.

Please review all of these carefully before completing any applicable registration process or using the Service,

This Agreement contains important information about your rights and obligations, as well as limitations and

exclusions that may apply to you. By checking the “I Accept checkbox and/or registering for or using the

Service, you agree to be bound by these Terms of Service. If you do not agree to the Terms of Service, then do

not click on the “I Accept” box and do not use the Service.

11 Arbitration Waiver of Classw’de Arbtration Governing taN and ‘Jenue

if you are located in the United States, the following clause applies to you:

YOU AND LINKSYS EACH ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT ANY CLAIM, DISPUTE OR
CONTROVERSY BETWEEN YOU AND LINKSYS ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO (1) THIS
AGREEMENT, INCLUDING THE VALIDITY OF THIS SECTION, AND (2) YOUR USE OF PRODUCT(S)
AND/OR SERVICES UNDER THIS AGREEMENT. (COLLECTIVELY, THE “DISPUTE”) SHALL BE
RESOLVED EXCLUSIVELY AND FINALLY BY BINDING ARBITRATION ADMINISTERED BY A MUTUALLY
AGREEABLE NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED ARBITRATION AUTHORITY PURSUANT TO ITS CODE OF
PROCEDURES THEN IN EFFECT FOR CONSUMER-RELATED DISPUTES YOU UNDERSTAND THAT
WITHOUT THIS PROVISION YOU WOULD HAVE HAD A RIGHT TO LITIGATE A DISPUTE THROUGH A
COURT BEFORE A JURY OR JUDGE, AND THAT YOU HAVE EXPRESSLY AND KNOWINGLY WAIVED
THOSE RIGHTS AND AGREE INSTEAD TO RESOLVE ANY DISPUTES THROUGH BINDiNG
ARBITRATION IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PRO’JISIONS OF THIS SECTION.

THE ARBITRATION SHALL OCCUR BEFORE A SINGLE ARBITRATOR, WHO MUST BE A RETIRED
JUDGE OR JUSTICE, IN ONE OF SIX REGIONAL VENUES CONSISTENT WITH THE VENUE PROVISION
BELOW. WHETHER OR NOT YOU PREVAIL IN THE DISPUTE SO LONG AS YOUR CLAIM IS NOT FOUND
TO BE FRIVOLOUS BY THE ARBITRATOR AS MEASURED BY RULE 11(b) OF THE FEDERAL RULES OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE, YOU SHALL BE ENTITLED TO BE REIMBURSED FOR YOUR COSTS OF
ARBITRATION, WITHIN THE SOLE DISCRETION OF THE ARBITRATOR. IF THE ARBITRATION AWARD
IS EQUAL TO OR GREATER THAN THE AMOUNT YOU DEMANDED IN YOUR ARBITRATION CLAIM,
LINKSYS WILL PAY FOR YOUR REASONABLE AND ACTUAL ATTORNEYS’ FEES YOU HAVE INCURRED
TO ARBITRATE THE DISPUTE, PLUS A MINIMUM RECOVERY OF $2,500. ANY DECISION OR AWARD
BY THE ARBITRATOR RENDERED IN AN ARBITRATION PROCEEDING SHALL BE FINAL AND BINDiNG
ON EACH PARTY, AND MAY BE ENTERED AS A JUDGMENT IN ANY COURT OF COMPETENT
JURISDICTION IF EITHER PARTY BRINGS A DISPUTE IN A COURT OR OTHER NON-ARBITRATION
FORUM, THE ARBITRATOR OR JUDGE MAY AWARD THE OTHER PARTY ITS REASONABLE COSTS
AND EXPENSES (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ATTORNEYS’ FEES) INCURRED IN ENFORCING
COMPLIANCE WITH THIS BINDING ARBITRATION PROVISION, INCLUDING STAYING OR DISMISSING
SUCH DISPUTE

NEITHER YOU NOR LINKSYS SHALL BE ENTITLED TO JOIN OR CONSOLIDATE CLAIMS IN
ARBITRATION BY OR AGAINST OTHER CONSUMERS OR ARBITRATE ANY CLAIMS AS A
REPRESENTATIVE OR MEMBER OF A CLASS OR IN A PRIVATE ATTORNEY GENERAL CAPACITY.
YOU UNDERSTAND THAT WITHOUT THIS PROVISION YOU MAY HAVE HAD A RIGHT TO ARBITRATE A
DISPUTE ON A CLASSW!DE OR REPRESENTATIVE BASIS, AND THAT YOU HAVE EXPRESSLY AND

httn’ /1inksvssrnai-twifj.com!uj!ustatic/termsofservicc/l .O.O/terrnsofservice-en-US.html 7/29/2013
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KNOWINGLY WAIVED THOSE RIGHTS AND AGREE INSTEAD TO ARBITRATE ONLY YOUR OWNDISPUTE(S) IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION,

NOTWITHSTANDING THE ABOVE AGREEMENT TO ARBITRATE DISPUTES, YOU AND LINKSYS EACHACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT EITHER PARTY MAY, AS AN ALTERNATIVE TO ARBITRATION,BRING AN INDIVIDUAL ACTION IN SMALL CLAIMS COURT TO RESOLVE A DISPUTE, SO LONG ASSUCH SMALL CLAIMS COURT DOES NOT PROVIDE FOR OR ALLOW FOR JOINDER ORCONSOLIDATION OF CLAIMS,

THIS AGREEMENT IS TO BE CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH AND GOVERNED BY THE INTERNALLAWS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA WiTHOUT GIVING EFFECT TO ANY CHOICE OF LAW RULETHAT WOULD CAUSE THE APPLICATION OF THE LAWS OF ANY JURISDICTION (OTHER THAN THEINTERNAL LAWS OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA) TO THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF THE PARTIES.HOWEVER, WITH RESPECT TO THE SERVICE PROVIDED, IF YOU ARE A CONSUMER AND YOU LIVEIN A COUNTRY WHERE LINKSYS MARKETS OR PROMOTES THE SERVICE, LOCAL LAW MAY REQUIRETHAT CERTAIN CONSUMER PROTECTION LAWS OF YOUR COUNTRY OF RESIDENCE APPLY TOSOME SECTIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. EACH OF THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ONCONTRACTS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS AND THE UNITED NATIONS CONVENTIONON THE LIMITATION PERIOD IN THE INTERNATIONAL SALE OF GOODS IS HEREBY EXPRESSLYEXCLUDED AND WILL NOT APPt..Y TO THIS AGREEMENT

EXCEPT FOR INDIVIDUAL SMALL CLAIMS ACTIONS WHICH CAN BE BROUGHT IN ANY SMALL CLAIMSCOURT WHERE JURISDICTION AND VENuE ARE PROPER, ANY ARBITRATION, LEGAL SUIT, ACTIONOR PROCEEDING ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT OR ANY DISPUTE SHALL BECOMMENCED IN (1) NEW YORK, NEW YORK, (2) ATLANTA, GEORGIA, (3) CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, (4)DALLAS, TEXAS, (5) SEATTLE, WASHINGTON, OR (6) LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA, AND YOU ANDLINKSYS EACH IRREVOCABLY SUBMITS TO THE EXCLUSIVE JURISDICTION AND VENUE OF ANYSUCH PROCEEDING HOWEVER, FOR A DISPUTE OF $10,000 OR LESS, YOU MAY CHOOSE WHETHERTHE ARBITRATION IN ANY OF THE SIX REGIONAL VENUES PROCEEDS IN PERSON, BY TELEPHONEOR BASED ONLY ON SUBMISSIONS

If you are located outside of the United States, the following clause applies to you:

This Agreement will be governed by California law, without reference to conflict of laws principles. The stateand federal courts of California shall have exclusive jurisdiction over any claim arising under, or in connectionwith, this Agreement However, if you are a consumer and you live in a country where Linksys markets orpromotes the Service, local law may require that certain consumer protection laws of your country of residenceapply to some sections of this Agreement. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the InternationalSale of Goods will not apply.

12 Other Important Legal Terms
Sometimes when you use the Service, you may use a service which is provided by another person or
company This includes downloading certain apps that are provided by third parties Your use of these other
services and apps may be subject to separate terms between you and the company or person providing the
service or app, and you agree that Unksys shall have no liability or obligation relating to those services or apps.

The Service may contain links to other independent thirdparty websites (‘Linked Sites’). These Linked Sitesare provided solely as a convenience to you. Such Linked Sites are not under Linksys’ control, and Linksys isnot responsible or liable for and does not endorse the content or practices of such Linked Sites, including anyinformation or materials contained on such Linked Sites You will need to make your own independentjudgment regarding your interaction with these Linked Sites

Trade names, trademarks, service marks, logos, and domain names of each party are considered their
respective “Marks. As to Linksys’ Marks and the Marks of its suppliers, the Mark owner retains ownership of all
proprietary rights in aI its Marks associated or displayed with the Services. You may not frame or utilize
framing techniques to enclose any Linksys Marks, or other proprietary information (including images, text, page
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eBay User Ayreement

Scitrg & The towing 00 cribS the lrm5 on ehich el3y offar you access to or P5cC a questnn7 We can
shea, services, appfcstfons, and tools,

Contact us
Introduction

Welcome to aBsy By using oBey (including oBey corn and it related sites,S irtrr..’1r s cLnr esnkcs, applications, and loois), you agree to tho following temis and the
general principles for the SliSS of our subsioferies end international altiIiais Ask eBay members
It you reside In tIre United States you are contracting vith ey Inc. It you
reside outside of the United States, you are contracting with one of our Gel help fr..rn other oBeye6sf ylisssarj
intemhiaral eBoy companies In countries within the European Union. your members. Vsrt the Answer

sOny sc’rjrrC contract is with eBay Europe S a r I: In India, your contract i wtfl eBay hOrs Center to post a puestion.
PrivIe Urniled in all other counires, your contract is with eBey Intemedorel
AG

This User Agreemert is cllective upon acceptance tot new users For currOnt Rlatod help topics
users, this Agreement is effective July 1,2013 cod supersedes all precious
sersione of the eBay User Agreement. You accept tIt s User Agreement by eBsj P-io y Pii:y
clicking the Submit button when registering an oBey account; accessing or
using eBay’s lCs, services, applications, and toots, or as otherwise Indicated
on a specitic site, service, applcation or tool The precious amendment to
It’s e0y User Agreement was effective for all users on March 26. 2013

Please be adci5ed: This User Agreement contains provisions that
govern how claims you and we have against each other are resolved
(SOC Disclaimer of Warranties; Umitiori of LiabIlity and Legal Ulaputos
Sections betow). It also contains an Agreement to Arbitrate, which will,
with timitd esception, roquirs you to submit claims you have against
us to binding arid final arbitration, unless you opt-out at the Agreement
to Arbttrvte (see Legal Disputes. Section 8 (“Agreement, to Arbitrate’))
Unless you optout: (1) you will only be permitted to pursue claims
against eBay an an individual basis, not as a platritili or class member
in any class or representative action or proceeding nd (2) you will only
b permitted to e&k relief (including monetary, injunctive, and
declaratory relief) on an individual basis.

Scopo

Before you may become a rnmber of oBey, you must read and accept all tti
the lerme in, eod linked to, this User Agreement and the oBey Privacy Policy
We strongly recommend that as you reed this User Agreement, you claD
access and read the linked information By accepting this Liter Agreement,
you agree that this User Agiserneni and Privacy Policy will apply whenever
you use eBniy riles, services. or applications, or when you use the tools thaI
are wade avniilble lo interact wilt’ oBey sties end servcas Some eBay sites
services, apphlcaiicns, and lcol may have eddtional or cther terms.
agreemer.s, or poiciec thai covern their availability and use Yotir use of end
access tO such sites, cervices, applicalicns arid tools are subject to any ‘
cli tea, ag’sernerts or pal cies epplicabl to them
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Notices

E.rcept 35 plicitly Stated therv’se, legal notices saIt be served on eBay a
national roisIered agent (In the case of aBay) or to the email address you
haue designated on your account (in your case) Notice to you shafl be
darried gveri 24 hours utter the email is sent. Allarnatrvety, we may give you
legal notice by mail to the Registration Address assocated with your accour’t,
as idemified in your My eBay In such case, notice shalt be deemed given
three days altar the date of mating

Legal Disputes

Yu and eBay agree that any claim or dispute at law or equity that
sac arisen or may arise between us relating in any way to or
arising out of this or previous versions of the eBay User
Agreement (hereafter ‘User Agreement” in this section entItled
“Legal Disputes”), your use of or access to eBay’s sites, services,
applications, and tools, or any products or services sold or
purchased through eBay’s sites, services, applications, or tootS
will be resolved in accordance with the provisions set rort.h in this
Legal Disputes Section. Please read this Section carefulty. It
affects your rights and will have a substantiat Impact on how
claims you and we have against cacti other are resolved.

A. ApplIcable Law

‘tou agree that Lire laws of ire State of Utah, without regard to principisa
ot conflrct of laws, wilt govern the User Agreement and arty claim or
dispute that has arisen or may arise bCtween you and eBa’j, errrpf as
olher’ise slated in the User Agreement

B. Agreement to Arbitrate

You arid eBay each agree that any and all disputes or claims that
hava arisen or may arise between you and eBay relating In any
to or arising out of this or previous versions of the User
Agreement, your use of or access to eBay’s sites, services,
applications, and fools, or any products or services sold or
pnv”d thr ,r,1 eBa”v rye, tn—.’teo:, :;‘ct,r::o,
shall be resolved eaclusively through final and binding arbitration.
rather than in court. oxcept that you may assert claims In small
claims court, ii your claims qualify. Th Federal ?.rbiIratwn AJ
goveina the interpretation and enfo’cemnI 01 Ibis Agreement to
Ar btste

I Protiibttkan of Class and Rpresenilatlve Actluris and Nun
Individualized Relief
YOU AND EBAY AGREE THAT EACH OF US MAY BRIt4G
CLAIMS AGAINST THE OTHER ONLY ON AN INDIVIDUAL
BASIS AND NOT AS A PLAINTIFF OR CLASS MEMBER IN ANt
PURPORTED CLASS OR REPRESENTATIVE ACTION OR
PROCEEDING. UNLESS BOTH YOU AND EBAY AGREE
OTHERWISE, THE ARBITRATOR MAY NOT CONSOLIDATE OR
JOtN MORE THAN ONE PERSON’S OR PARTY’S CLAtMS, AND
MAY NOT OTHERWISE PRESIDE OVER ANY FORM OF A
CONSOLIDATED, REPRESENTATIVE, OR CLASS
PROCEEDING. ALSO, THE ARBITRATOR MAY AWARD
RELIEF (INCLUDING MONETARY, INJUNCTIVE, AND
DECLARATORY RELIEF) ONLY IN FAVOR OF THE
INDIVIDUAL PARTY SEEIING RELIEF AND ONLY TO THE
EXTENT NECESSARY TO PROVIDE RELIEF NECESSITATED
BY THAT PARTh”S INDIVIDUAL CLAIM(S). ANY RELIEF
AWARDED CANNOT AFFECT OTHER EBAY USERS.

2 Arbitration Procedures
arbitration is more intorrnat than a lawsuit in court Arbitration usas
a neutral artiulrator inslad of a Judge or un, and court review of
Sri arbitration awsi’i is ‘ierj limded Hwevec, an arbitrator can
award Ihe same dsmags and relief on an individual basis that a
court can wrd to an indnviduat An arbitrator also must oii”
taints ot the User Agreement as a court would
The arbitrator, and not any ledera, slatcn, or ocat court or agency
shall have exclusive authority It rColv any dispute arising out at
or relating to the Peq2rereiron, applicability, errforcesbddy or
lormation ol this Agreement to Arbitrate, any part of it, or t the
lJer Agreement including, but not limited to, any claim Ihat all or
any part of lbs Agreement to Aibibale or User Agreement is void or
voidable
Tire arbitration will be r,ondijcled by the American Arbitrallon
Associalion C’AAA”) under its riles and procedures. Including the
AAA’s Supplementary Procedures for Cansumsr.Retaled Drspules
(as applicable), as modified by Itre Agreement to Arbilrate The
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MA’s rules are a,silabte at ww an org. A torm rot lnitiaing
arbitration proceedings is avatiable on the AAts site at
http llvNe,J edt org In ddihon to tiling lila form with the MA in
accordance wih its rules and procedures, you must send a copa of
the completed form to us at the toitowing address to initiate
arbitration proceedings eBay, Inc do National Ragislered Agents,
Inc 2776 W. Shady Bend Lane, Cehi UT 84043.
The arbitration shall be held in the county in whIch you reside or at
another mutually agreed location. ft the value of the relief sought is
310 000 or sea, you or eBay may elect to have the arbitration
corduoted by telephone or based solely on written submissIons
which election shall be binding on you and dBa9ibject to the
arbitrator’s dIscretion 10 require an ln.person hearing, it the
circumstances warrant. Attendance at an in-person hearing may be
made by tolephne try you andtor eBay. unless the arbitralo
requires otherwIse

The arbitrator wilt deode the substance of tl claims in accordance
with the lawS of the Slate of Utah. including recogniced piinciples
01 equIty, and will honor alt claims at privitaaa recognized by
law The arbitrator shalt not be bound by rulings In prior srbllralione
lcvol’iing different eBay users tail is bound by rulings in prior
arbitrations involving the seine CBay user to It a extent required by
applicable law The arbitrators award shall be tinat and binding
and udgmenl on the award rendered by the arbitrator may be
enlerad n any court ha’,ing furiadlotron thereof

Costa of Arbhraf ton
Payment of alt tiling admiriistralion and erbifrator tees will be
governed by the AM’s rules unless alherwise staled in this
Agreement to Arbitrale If the value of th relief sought is $10 000
or less, 51 your request, aba; will pay all filing administration, and
arbitrator teas associated with the arbitration Any requesl tor
pe’yrnenl of tees by eBay shOuld be submitted by mail to the M.’ii

along with your Demand for Arbilration end eDay wi!l make
arrangements to pay all necessary fees direclly to the AM. If the
value or the relief sought is more Ihan 510,000 and you are able 10
dernonslrale that the coals ci arbitration tell be prohibitive as
compared to the costs of litigation eDay wilt pay as much of the
filing administration, and arbitrator fees as the arbitrator deems
necessary to prevent the arbilrat:on trrn being costprchibfIve In
Ihe event the arbitralor detemlifles the claim(s) you assert in Ihe
arbitration Ia ae frivolous you agree to reimburse eBey for all thea
associated with the arbtration paid by eBay on your behalf, whict
you olheraise mould be obtugalad to pay undar th AM’s ruta

Severability

VMh ttre except on of an; a’ me prorsions in Seclioru I cl this
Agreement to Arbitrate (“Proflubul on of Class and Representative
Aclicns and Nn lnuiividualirad Relict), if an arbi:rctor or coud
decides that any pad of this Agreerrient Ia Artritrate is irwatid or
unentorceable the clhar pans of this Agroement to Arbitrate shall
atutl apply If an arbitrator arcoud decides that any of the piovusionv
in Section 1 of Ihis Agreemanl to Aibilrale (“Proflrbil:on of Clase
end Rprasrblie Actions and Nar,.lndiv dualtced Rater’) is
invalid or urtenfoicaabie, then the entirety of this Agreement 10
Arbitrate shall be null and ,cirt The terrain-Jar of the User
Agreement and ta Legal D’aoutea Section will continue to aRM;

5 Opt-Out Procadtire
IF YOU ARE A NEW ESAY USER, YOU CAN CHOOSE TO
REJECT THIS AGREEMENT TO ARBtTRATE (“OPT-OUT”f By
MAfLtNG US A WRtUEN OPT OUT NOTICE (“OPT-OUT
NOTICE’). THE OPT-OUT NOTICE MUST BE POSTMARKED
NO CATER THAN 30 DAYS AFTER THE DATE YOU ACCEPT
THE USER AGREEMENT FOR THE FIRST TIME. YOU MUST
MAIL THE OPT-OUT NOTICE TO EBAY tNG, ATTN:
LtTI’3ATION DEPARTMENT, RE: OPT-OUT NOTICE, 563 WEST
EBAY WAY. DRAPER. UT 81020.

Far ‘jour convenience, we are providing an DpI Out Notice ‘Dim

you must ccrnple’a and marl to apt out of he Agreernen: to
Arbrlrate You must cnp!ele the Ot Out Nolice form by proidu
the ititormation catlsd for in Itte form, including ‘your name, address
(including street address, city, state and zip coda), and Ihe user ID
(a) and email adcress(es) assocIated with the eBay aocaunI( to
which the opt-md applies You must sign the Opt Out Nalice for if
to be effective This procedure ‘aft’s only way you can opt.cut of
the Agreement 0 Arbitrate. II you opt cut of the Agreement Ic
Arbitrate, all other parts t h Dcci Agreement and its Legal
Disputes Seclion will continue to appiy to you Opting out 01 Ihis
Agreement to Arbitrate has no, effect on any previous, other, or
future arbitration agreements that you may have wiitr us

6 Future Changes to th Agreerrient to Arbitrate
Notwithstanding any ntovlslon in the User Agreemenl to Iha
contrary, you and we agree that if we make any charge to this
Agreemenl to Arbitrate (other then a chenge to any notice address
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or it Ink provided herein) n the future, that change shall not
apply to any claim that was filed in a legal proceeding against e8ey
prior IC the eivctive data of the charge The change shall apply to
alt other disputes or claims governed by the Agreement to Aibitrata
hal have sheen or may arise bhveen you and eflay We will nali

you of changes to this Agreement to Arbitrate by posllnv .e
amended terms an we-a ebay corn at east 30 days before the
atiective date of th changes and by providing notice through the
eBay Fulessags Center andlor by email. If you do not agree to these
amended leans, you may close your account within the 30 day
period and you wilt not be bound by the new terms
Moreover, it we seek to terminate the Agreement to ArbItrate as
included in tire User Agreement, any such termination shall not be
etiective until 30 days diet the version of the User Agreement not
containing lhe Agreement to Arbitrate is posted to

eta’, o-o sad ahall not be e’feclva as to any claim
that was fliCU in a legal proceeding against eBay pear to the
effective dote ot termination

C Judicial Forum ror Legal DIsputes

Unless you and we agree otherwise in the event that the Agreemont to
Arbitrale above is found not to apply to you or to a particular claim or
dispute either as a result of your decision to opt-out of the Agreement
to Arbitrate or as a result of a deci&on by he arbitrator or a court order.
you carve that any ctirn or dispule that has arisen or may arise
between you end eBay must be re5Otud exclusively by a state or
federal court located in Salt Late County. Utah. You arid eBay agree 0
submit to the personal lurisdiction of the courts located within Salt lake
Count, Lrah tar the purpose ot ;iligaling alt such claims or disputes

Additional Terms

You agroc to abide by rl potcias posted on our sites Such polices
(including, but not limited to Ins following) are Pdfi of this User ?.reemer.t
and provice additional terms and conditions related lO specific services
altered on our sitoi

Outage PolIcy - nttp pagee ebay cc’mlhrrtplcottciesleuac,one.outage htmi
Prohibcted and Restricted Items -

hllp fipS9Ca ead’; :icmthelppolicieeiitCms-oi html
Oiscuasiwr Boards Usage Policy -

htp;.’pagea ebayarnlhetpiQollcivcryvcebosrdehtiv
Rutsa for Liatiirgs - hip f:psges ebay crsm!hirlppo’clccl sting as bin’.!
How to Report Inappropriate Buying and Selling
NIl p ,npa.oes ebay corn/balplbuyireport-trading html
Rest Estate Policy http lipaucs ebaj com1helopoticresJraal-eutote c1cril
Coiumunit.y Content PolIcy (coeers Reviews, Guid Blog Entries Viiki
Arirctes and Member-Created Product Descnplions) -

ndpllpages ebay comflrelp policies member created :onlerrt u-i html
etray Groups Guidllnes http l!pages ebay corrtielppolic•ssgrciip
guidelines html

Rules about trttellctual Property -

hltp I/pages abay comlhetpepolicesiintutlectuat p’operly ov html
eBay Buyer Protection Policy.
hip 1/pages ebay cnrrdtrelpipoiicies1buye pmleclion html
Half corn Polices rrrptpagee half ebay convhetp/poticyindsn ht,,t
Fees for SaIling on eleay . htipflpages ebay cornthelpset VIces hInd
Mobile Dsvtca Atltlitional End User License Terms —

taIp ;/pages ebaj comlhelpipotlciesimobi.edesice.ferms html
International Selling Policy
http ‘Ipecac ebay caniIhetp’puircss-,ternationat selling html

the potcies posted on our sites may be changed from time to time Changes
lk stied when we post them on the eBay sites Vien rising pan cu at eRa7
services, applications, or tools. you are subject to any posted polIcies or rules
epplicabte to services, applications or loots you use, which nay be posted
lion time to lime All such policies or rules are hereby incorporated into Iha
User Agreement

General

eBsy Inc is located at 2145 Hamilton Are, San Jcse, CA g5i25 cRay Inc a
North merican Customer Service Operations Center is located at 53 West
cRay Way, Draper. UT fl4020 aRay Europe S a r I. is located at 22-24
Boulevard Royal. L.•2449 luxembourg cRay Inlernational AG is localad at
Helvetiastr-3sse 15117. 3055. Oem, Switzerland eBay lndim Private Lrrnitd is
located at 14th Flcor, North Block, l-Thch Park, Western Express Highway,
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Citeas: 563U.S,_f2011) 1

Opinion of the Court

NOTICE: Thie pinion ia subject to formal rion before pubbcatjon to the
prahminaxy print of the Tnitod States Roportu. Edr are requested to
uatij the Reporter of Decisions. Supreme Court of the United States. Weal,.
ioqton, U C 20543, of any typorapbiral or othr torm,rI errera, in order
that cnrrort,ano may be aisde before the prebmitiary print ooa to press.

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

No. 09—693

AT&T MOBILITY LLC, PETITIONER u. VINCENT
CONCEPCTON E’TL.

ON WRIT OF CERTIORJR1 TO THE tTNITED STATES COURT OF
APPEthS FOR Tffl NiNTH CIRCUIT

[Anril27, 2011]

JUSTICE SCAUA delivered the opinion of the Court.
Section 2 of the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) makes

agreements to arbitrate “valid, irrevocable, and enforce
chic, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity
for the revocation of any contract.” 9 U. S. C. §2. We
cnnsider whether the FAA prohibits States from condition
ing the enforceability of certain arbitration agreements on
the tivailabili ty of classwide arbitration procedures.

I

In February 200%, Vincent and Liza Concepc.ion entered
into an agreement for the sale and servicing of cellular
telephones with AT&T Mobility LCC (AT&T).’ The con
tract provided Fbr arbitration of all disputes between the
parties, but required that claims be brought in the parties’
“individuai capacity, and not as a plaintiff or class member
in any purported class or representative proceeding.” App.

‘The Coocepcions’ original contract was with Cingular Wiieess.
AT&T atquiid Cingular in 2005 and rrnamed the company AT&T
Mbthty to 2007. Lester v. AT&T Alobility LLC, 584 F. 3d 839, 852,
n. 1 f0A9 2009).
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AT&T MOBILITY LLC u. CONCEFCION

Opiniou of the Court

to Pet. for Cert 61a.2 The agreement authorized AT&T to
make unilateral amendments, which it did to the arbitra
tion provision on several occasions. The version at issue in
this case reflects revisions made in December 2006, which
the parties agree are controlling.

The revised agreement provides that customers may
initiate dispute proceedings by completing a one-page No
tice of 1)ispute form available on AT&T’s Web site. AT&T
may then offer to settle the claim; if it does nut, or if
the dispute is not resolved within 30 days, the customer
may invoke arbitration by filing a separate Demand for
Arbitration, also available on AT&T’s Web site. In the
event the parties proceed to arbitration, the agreement
specifies that AT&T must pay all costs for nonfrivolous
claims; that arbitration must take place in the county in
which the customer is billed; that, for claims of $10,000 or
less, the customer may choose whether the arbitration
proceeds in person, by telephone, or based only on submis
sions; that. either party may bring a claim in small claims
court in lieu of arbitration; and that the arbitrator may
award any form of individual relief, including injunctions
and presumably punitive damages. The agreement, more
over, denies AT&T any ability to seek reimbursement of
its attorney’s fees, and, in the event that a customer re
ceives an arbitration award greater than AT&T’s last
written settlement offer, requires AT&T to pay a $7,500
minimum recovery and twice the amount of the claimants
attorney’s fees.3

rFlie Concepcions purchased AT&T service, which was
advertised as including the provision of free phones; they

Thot provision further states that ‘the arbitrator may not consob
date more than one person’s claims, and may nnt otherwise preside
over any form of a representative or class rnceeding.” App. to Pet. for
Cert. Gla.

‘Phe guarantd minimum rrcovury wss increased in 2000 tc.i
S 10000. Brief for Petitioner 7.
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were not charged for the phones, but they were charged
$30.22 in sales tax based on the phones’ retail value. in
March 2006, the Concepcions filed a complaint against
AT&T in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of California. The complaint was later consoli
dated with a putative class action alleging, among other
things, that AT&T had engaged in false advertising and
fraud by charging sales tax on phones it advertised as free.

in March 2008, AT&T moved to compel arbitration
under the tat-ms of its contract with the Concepcious. The
Concepcions opposed the motion, contending that the ar
bitration agreement was unconscionable and unlawfully
exculpatory under California law because it disallowed
classwide procedures. The District Court denied A’T&T’s
motion, it described AT&T’s arbitration agreement fa
vorably, noting, for example, that the informal dispute-
resolution process was “quick, easy to use” and likely to
•‘prompftj full or . even excess payment to the customer
without the need to arbitrate or litigate”; that the $7,500
premium functioned as “a substantial inducement for the
consumer to pursue the claim in arbitration” if a dispute
was not resolved infbrmally; and that consumers who were
members of a class would likely be worse nfL Laster v.
T-Mobile LISA, Inc., 2008 WL 5216255, *;1_*12 (SD Cal.,
Aug. 11, 2008). Nevertheless, relying on the California
Supreme Court’s decinion in Discouer Bank v. Superior
Court, 35 Cal. 4th 148, 113 P. 3d 1100 (2005), the court
found that the arbitration provision was unconscionable
because AT&T bad not shown that bilateral arbitration
adequately sul:stituted for the deterrent effects of class
actions. Laster, 2008 WL 5216255, *14

The Ninth Circuit aairmed, also Ending the provision
unconscionable under California law as announced in
Discover Bank. Laster v. AT&T Mobility LLC, 584 F. 3d
349, 855 (2009). IL also held that the Discover Bank rule
was not preempted by the F\A because that rule was

I
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simply “a refinement of the anconscionability analysis
applicable to contracts generally in California.” 581 F. 3d,
at 857. in response to AT&Ts argument that the Con
cepcions’ interpretation of California law discriminated
against arbitration, the Ninth Circuit rejected the conten
tion that “‘class proceedings will reduce the efficiency and
expeditiousness of arbitration” and noted that “‘Discouer
Bank placed arbitration agreements with class action
waivers on the exact sonic footing as contract,s that, bar
class action litigation outside the contest of arbitration.’”
ILL, at $58 (quoting Shroyer v. New Cirigular Wireless
Services, Inc., 49$ F. 3d 976, 990 (CA9 2007)).

We granted certiorari, 560 U. S. (2010).

H

The FAA was enacted in .1925 in response to widespread
judicial hostility to arbitration agreements. See Halt
rec on:r., i..,. L,. L. v. mc., oo U. . 0
581 (2008). Section 2, the “primary substantive provision
of the Act,” Moses II. Cant’ Mtr,toriat Ifospitut v. Mercury
C’onstr. Carp., 460 U. 5. 1, 21 (1983), provides, in relevant
part, as follows:

“A written provision in any maritime transaction or
a contract evidencing a transaction involving com
merce to settle by arbitration a controversy thereafter
arising out of such contract or transaction . . . shall be
valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such
grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation
of any contract.” 9 U. S. C. §2.

We have described this provision as reflecting both a
“liberal federal policy favoring arbitration,” Moses II.
Cone, supra, at 24, and the “fundamental principle tba.t
arbitration is a matter of contract,” Rent-A-Center, West,
Inc. v. Jackson. 561 U. S. , (2010) (slip op., at 3).
lo line with these principles, courts must place arbitration
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agreements on an equal footing with other contracts,
Buckeye Check Cashing, Inc. v. Cardegna, 546 U. S. 440,
443 (2006), and enforce them according to their terms, Volt
Information Sciences, Inc. v. Board of Trustees of Leland
Stanford Junior Univ., 489 U. S. 468, 478 (1989).

The final phrase of §2, however, permits arbitration
agreements to be declared unenforceable “upon such
grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of
any contract.” This saving clause permits agreements to
arbitrate to be invalidated by “generally applicable con
tract defenses, such as fraud, duress, or unconscionabil
ity,” but not by defenses that apply only to arbitration or
that derive their meaning from the fact that an, agreement
to arbitrate is at issue. Doctor’s Associates, Inc. v.
Casarotto, 517 U. 5. 681, 687 (1996); see also Perry v.
Thomas, 482 U. S. 483, 492—493, n. 9 (1987). The question
in this case is whether §2 preempts California’s rule clas
sifying most collective-arbitration waivers in consumer
contracts as unconscionable. We refer to this rule as the
Discover Bank rule.

Under California law, courts may refuse to enforce any
contract found “to have been unconscionable at the time it
was made,” or may “limit the application of any uncon
scionable clause.” Cal. Civ. Code Ann. § 1670.5(a) (West
1985). A finding of unconscionability requires “a ‘proce
dural’ and a ‘substantive’ element, the former focusing on
‘oppression’ or ‘surprise’ due to unequal bargaining power,
the latter on ‘overly harsh’ or ‘one-sided’ results.” Armen
dariz v. Foundation Health Pyschcare $ervs., Inc., 24 Cal.
4th 83, 114, 6 P. 3d 669, 690 (2000); accord, Discover
Bank, 36 Cal. 4th, at 159—16 1, 113 P. 3d, at 1108.

In Discover Bank, the California Supreme Court applied
this framework to class-action waivers in arbitration
agreements and held as follows:

“[W]hen the waiver is found in a consumer contract of
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adhesion in a setting in which disputes between the
contracting parties predictably involve small amounts
of damages, and when it is alleged that the party
with the superior bargaining power has carried out a
scheme to deliberately cheat large numbers of con
sumers out of individually small sums of money, then

the waiver becomes in practice the exemption of
the party ‘from responsibility for [its] own fraud, or
willful injury to the person or property of another.’
Under these circumstances, such waivers are uncon
scionable under California law and should not be en
forced.” Id., at 162, 113 P. 3d, at 1110 (quoting Cal.
Civ. Code Ann. §1668).

California courts have frequently applied this rule to find
arbitration agreements unconscionable. See, e.g., Cohen v.
DirecTV Inc., 142 Cal. App. 4th 1442, 1451—1453, 48 Cal.
Rptr. 3d 813, 819—821 (2006); Klussman v. Cross Country
Bank, 134 Cal. App. 4th 1283, 1297, 36 Cal Rptr. 3d 728,
738—739 (2005); Aral v. EarthLink, Inc., 134 Cal. App. 4th
544, 556—557, 36 Cal. Rptr. 3d 229, 237—239 (2005).

III
A

The Concepcions argue that the Discover Bank rule,
given its origins in California’s unconscionability doctrine
and California’s policy against exculpation, is a ground
that “exist [s] at law or in equity for the revocation of any
contract” under FAA §2. Moreover, they argue that even if
we construe the Discover Bank rule as a prohibition on
collective-action waivers rather than simply an application
of unconscionability, the rule would stifi be applicable to
all dispute-resolution contracts, since California prohibits
waivers of class litigation as well. See America Online,
Inc. v. Superior Ct., 90 Cal. App. 4th 1, 17—18, 108 Cal.
Rptr. 2d 699, 7 11—713 (2001).

When state law prohibits outright the arbitration of a
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particular type of claim, the analysis is straightforward:
The conflicting rule is displaced by the PAL Preston v.
Ferrer, 552 U. S. 346,353(2008). But the inquiry becomes
more complex when a doctrine normally thought to be
generally applicable, such as duress a; as relevant here,
unconscionabifity, is alleged to have been applied in a
fashion that disfavors arbitration. In Perry v. Thomas,
482 U. 5. 483 (1987j, for example, we noted that the FAA’s
preemptive effect might extend even to grounds tradition
ally thought to exist “‘at law or in cqtdty for the revocation
of any contract’” It, at 492, n. 9 (emphasis deleted). We
said that a court may not “rely on the uniqueness of an
agreement to arbitrate as a basis for a state-law holding
that enforcemont would be unconscionable, for this would
enable the court to effect what ... the state legislature
cannot” Id., at 493, u. 9.

An obriou illustration of this point would be a case
finding unconscionable or unenforceable as against public
policy consumer arbitration agreements that fail to pro.
side for judicially monitored discovery. The ratinnaliza.
tkrns fix such a holding are iteither difficult to imagine nor
dilThrent in kind from tho% articulated in Discover Bank.
A court might reason that no consumer would knowingly
waive his right to full discovery, as this would enable
companies to hide their wrongdoing. Or the court might
simply any that such agreements are exculpatory
stricting discovery would be of greater benefit to the
company than the consumer, since the former is more
likely to be sued than to sue. See Dücoter Bank, supm, at
161, 113 p. 3d, at 1109 (urguing that class waiven’ a
similarly one-aided). And, the reasoning would continue,
because such a rule applfr the general principle of uncon
scionability or public-policy disapproval of exculpatory
agreements, it is applicable to “any” contract and thus
presenrd by §2 of the FAA. In practice, of course, thu rule
would have a disproportionate impact on arbitration

aneements but it u .iuld presumably apply to contracts
purporting to restrict discovery w litigation as well.
California’s Discover Bank rule similarly interferes with

arbitration. . , -‘
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Tsunami: AT&T Mobility LLC v.

Concepcion Impedes Access to Justice

Ill
Tf IMPACT Of CQNCEPCION AN9 ITS PROGEN-Y

To date Concepcion is having a huge impact only on those
companies that had the foresight to impose arbitral class action
waivers on thett consumers, employees, or others. Such companies,
as we have seen, ar usirie their waivers to block ongoing as well as
proposed class actions.73 However, prior to Concepcion, not alt
companies had used arbitration clauses to impose class action
waivers. The use of such clauses aiied by industry, by jurisdiction,
and by time period. A 2001 study showed that thirty-five percent of
the consumer contracts in an average California consumer’s life
rcaujred abitrati’ri,7 and thirtyone percent o1;hn excluded class
actions.75 On the other hand, a more recent smdv shoed that
seventy-five percent of studied consumer contracts contained
arbitration clauses, all ofhich contained class action vaivets.Th
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In the near future, we can expect that even more companies will
impose arbitral class action waivers as a means to insulate themselves
from class actions because Coiwepcion has changed the calculus.
Prior to Caneepcian, some companies may have feared that inserting
an arbitral class action waiver would backfire—leading them into lots
of costly litigation over the viability of the clause and perhaps
ultimately being held invalid by the courts.77 Now, however,
Concepcion and its progeny are giving companies reason to believe
that an arbitral class action waiver would he upheld, so it is likely that
many more companies will choose to impose such waivers.

For those companies that fear being sued in class actions it will be
quite easy to insert class action waivers into small-print documents or
online provisions that they send or make available to their customers
or employees. Under the FAA, an arbitration clause need not even be
signed to be valid, so long as it is written.’8 For example, Starbucks
recently updated the online terms and conditions associated with it
gift cards to require that any consumers resolve disputes pertaining to
the cards using individual arbitration in Seattle, rather than
lltigation. Companies will also have no problem amending
relationships with existing customers or employees, as most courts
that have considered the question have allowed such changes to
ongoing relationships.50 Thus, given that mos companies would
prefer not to be sued in class actions, we may soon see the possibility
of’ class actions only in rare contexts in which the company and
potential plaintiffs do not have a prior relationship. for example, it
might not he possible for a trucking company to avoid a class action
that. arises out of an accidental spill of toxic chemicals on the
highway, in that the company has no way of predicting who might be
a potential plaintiff. However, you can be sure that creative attorneys
are working already to think about hew to impose arbitration and thus
class action waivers on pharmaceutical customers, recipients of

£e Drahozal & Witoc supra note 75, at 290 9 (ouUinixt the dierse approaches
courts took to arbitral class Sction waitrrs prior to Cuncspcfon).

9 U.S.C. 2(2006).
“ ST.nucKs CAP.D tERMS ANO CoNomotcs, SrnucKs, httpI/www,tarbecks

cimjcardjcaad-terms-and-conditions tlast visited Jan. I, 2012).
Qtally consumers or employees have tried to argue that revising an ongoins

rclkltionship tc require arbitration does not result in an enrorceahie agreement, but courts
oicn tind that consumers consented to mbitrstion by continuing In use a product ot
senic; nd that employees consented tn the reeied clause by continuulg to work at the
job &‘r, e.g. F. Ptit. BLANt), JR. t AL., CoSU.rER A5Bfl7eTtoN AGa5EtENIS
F.FoRcEA3tLtTIA’tD OThER TOt’tcS § 5233 (Sthed 2O07.
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medical devices, and perhaps even concertgoers. F or example, even
prior to Concepcion a Whataburger franchisee in East Texas had
sought to bind its customers to arbitration by posting a sign on the
door stating:

Arbitration Notice

By entering these premises, you hereby agree to resolve any and all
disputes or claims of any kind whatsoever, which arise from the
products, services or premises, by way of binding arbin-ation, not
litigation. No suit or action may be tiled in any state or federal
court. Any arbitration shall be governed by the FEDERAL
ARBITRXflON AC and administered by the American
Mediation Association

Perhaps plU bottles, concert tickcts and implant inserts will soon all
contain similar statements?

Assuming that arbitral class action waivers become more
widespread, what impact will this have? We can expect to see an
impact on prospective defendants, representative plaintiffs, absent
class members, and society at large. Each of these impacts will be
briefly discussed below.

A. Impact ofConcepcion on Defendants

Many prospective defendants will be thrilled rather than troubled
b the prospect of a new virtually class action froc world.82 Such
companies often argue, as they did in amicus briefs in Concepcion,
that class actions ate extremely expensive and burdensome for
companies.8 and that they allow plaintiffs arid their attorneys to use

Stephanie Mencimer, Ent Burger, Waive Right w Sue, MomutpJos (Jan. 31, 200g.
9 07 AMj, hop !mothcrjonas.cor&mojo/2008101/eat.burgcr-waive-right-nie.

In a fascinating blug, Charles Silver and Maria Clover have noted that upon occasion
companies may aehially prefer to be sued in class actions rather than individually Maria
Clover & Chafles Silver, Zombie Class .4Lfibns, SCOTUSaLon (Sept. 8, 2011, 1016
AM), htip.i/www acotuablog coml2Ol 1/09/ornbic-cIas-nctions. These commentators
have recognized that at times a company is bener off seWing claims with a class ton the
cheap of course) than litigating many individual claims Yet Concepcion may serve the
interests of these defendants as well becau even having forced plaintiffs to waive their
class claims the company can reverse course, waive its own objection to class claims
brought by friendly class counsel, and thereby enter into a cozy settlement that eradicates
the potential claims of individual claimants. Silver and Clover call this die creation of
‘zombie” classes “whose mission will be to feed on and tuck the life from live claims”
Id.

Brief of the Center for Class Action Fairnc as Amicus Curiae in Support of
Petitioner, AT&T Mobility tiC v. Conccpcion, 131 S. CC 1740 (201 1) to. 09-893),
2010 WL 3167314; Briefof the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America is
Amicus Curiae in Support of Petitioner. AT&T Mobility tIC v. Concepcion, 131 S Cr
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the cost of class actions to extort settlements from companies with
little or no Such companies have, with some success, been
seeking to use legislation and nile changes to rein in class actions for
many years. However, by using the private tool of arbitration,
corporate defenders will be able to achieve far more than they have
been able to achieve through Congress or the federal and state rules
committees: the total eUmination of class actions in many contexts.
These defendants will largely say “good riddance” to class actions.”

D. Impact ofConccpcion on the Pith/ic

How will the public be impacted if prospective defendants are able
to use arbitral class action waivers without fearing uriconscicuability
attacks’?10t For starters, we are likely to see a subtantial reduction in
the number of class actions brought in federal and state court. While
good empirical data on numbers of class actions are notoriously
scarce, a. report by the federal Judicial Center showed that in 2007
more than 1500 labor class actions (mostly ELSA) and consumer
fraud class actions were filed in or removed to federal court, making
up 67.7% of the federal class action docket.’°’ In the future, as more
companies realize that they can use arbitral class action waivers to
protect themselves from class actions, we can expect fewer and fewer
claims. This reduction in the number of class actions will certainly
decrease the extent to which companies are deterred from engaging in
illegal conduci

Proponents ill defend this elimination of class actions, perhaps
arguing that most class actions present weak legal claims, that class
actions are not beneficial for class members, that arbitration can be
structured to ensure greater access to justice than is provided by class
actions, that government enforcement actions can take the place of
any worthy class actions, or that any benefits of class actions are
outweighed by their detriments. Yet, these arguments all fail.

It is no doubt true that some class actions present weak substantive
claims, and that some class actions serve the interests of plaintiffs’
counsel or defendants more than the actions serve the interests of
plaintiffs. On the other hand it is also true that many class actions
serve the interests of both plaintiffs and members of the public,
protecting them against illegal and unfair business practices.
Congress, as well as federal and state rules committees, have been
working hard to revise class action procedures to ensure that class
actions ftwction as fairly and effectively as possible. These groups,
rather than companies themselves, are best positioned to weigh the
benefits and drawbacks of class actions and refine the rules as needed.
\Ve should not allow companies to shortcut the legislative process by
using arbiiration to abolish class actions.’04

If we allow companies to insulate themselves from class actions,
we are effectively allowing companies to escape many legal
regulations and thereby eliminating a great deterrent to company
misconduct. As we have seeji above. ii is unrealistic to expect absent
class members to bring individual claims.5 Nor is it realistic to
assume that federal or state enforcement agencies can pick up the
slack and bring all necessary actions to enfcrce federal and state
consumer and employment laws. Those agencies have never been
particularly well tended,’°’ and now in these times of economic
hardship are even less able to bring many enforcement actions.t5
Unlike many European countries, we have chosen to use private
lawsuits to enforce many of our laws.’°5 Unless we substantially
strengthen government enforcement efforts, which seems presently
unlikely, eliminating class actions will simply take the teeth out of
many of our substantive laws. As one author notes, “[P]dvate parties,
at least as a functional matter, are often necessary for meaningful
enforcement of regulatory directives to occur.”°9 For those who
believe that our existing substantive laws do serve the public interest,
eliminating enforcement of those laws will not benefit society.
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Arbitration’s Summer Soldiers: An Empirical Study of Arbitration CLauses in
Consumer and Nonconsumer Contracts

t”heodre Eisenberg. Geoffrey P. titler, ad I:miI Sherwin’

1. Introduction

.\rhiration clauses are common features of American consumer areernent. Popular

pcoduct saLh as cellular phne sen ice, credit cards, arid discount brokeraee tvpicalh come

tne—nrint crntnet in hich ctvaumer vai e their right to litigate disputes in court. \lore or

lcs crciou;tv. the customer agrees to uhrnit disputes to arbitration and, in mnt cae;. arees

not tu participate in class proceedings, either in court or before an arbitrator.

LinJator; arhitratirn clauses ha e been cuatTo\ ersial amon academic cumm:ntaor

and nther. prai:d by some fr their ettieicnc and condemned h others a; L’nciiei.

epIüitatie. and contrary t the ideals ut public jutice.1 Arbitration claues have al3u been a

recurrent subject of titigatiin Cutorner; challen!ing company practices have flIed clas action

in court, and companies ha in olceci rnandatnr arbitration chiuses in defense. Plainiiuis

t\ picalR respond that standard—form contract pros isii n combirirne rnandsiorv arbitrati.n ith

clas action ‘,. aivers are ticic nscioriahle under state contract law. In the enuing litication. the

par1.ie ha igwciusl debated the waitiehilic 1 arhitjati,n chiu,a ,
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This study adds to the empirical arbitration literature by studying vliether particular firms

vary use of arbitration clauses depending on the type of contract Given a finn, will it unithrmly

include arbitration clauses or vary its practice batd on the nature of the contract? The study is

not decigned to measure the frequent) ufarbitration clauses across a broad range of consumer

Jgreemntc, which othen have dime.” Instead, our aim is to explore the common assertion by

cnmpanies that employ mandatory arbitration clauses that arbitration is a preferable dispute

resolution forum for all panics involved in light of those companiec’ otn actual contractual

practices.

I he nsuhs are strikin2. Over three-quarters of the studied campanies’ consumer

agreements pnnided fur niandatniy arbitration of disputes. Yet less than ten percent of their

nevotiaced cnnconsmncr, n,in..employrnent a’nflct included arbitration clauses. 1 he ab5enec

of arbitration pm’ ISinfla in the great majority i’i negotiated businc;, contract; suggests that

cimpaniec value. es en prefer. litigation as the means hr resolving disputes with peers.

Systematic eschewing ofarbitration clauses also eac doubt on the corporations’ asserted beliefs

in the superior faimeas and efficiency nfarbitration clauaes. t.arge corporations’ assertions that

maadatwy consumer arbitration isjustirted because it provides consumers with a superi;’r fimn

of dkpute nsa?lution thus .ippeur to be disingenut’th.
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U
This raises the question of why companies choose arbitration for consumer disputes.

From the perspective of rational corporate self-interest, the reasons why companies might insert

arbitration clauses in standard-form consumer contracts are fairly easy to reconstruct. The

evidence from the pattern of contract clauses relating to arbitration and class actions indicates, as

others have suggested, that companies’ primary motive for requiring arbitration is to avoid class

actions by consumers.

Companies may wish to suppress consumer class actions fi:ir several reasons. The

explanation most favorable to companies is that class actions, with their potential for large

judgments in favor o consumers, put significant pressure on risk-averse corporations to settle

claims e’en when the claims arc weak.” More cynically, companies may hope that if class

actions are not available, consumers will not find it worthwhile to assert even meritorious claims

on an individual basis.47 Disputes arising under the types of consumer agreements we examined

are likely to inVolVe small losses to each consumer, makint individual legal action impractical.

Whatever slant one puts on corporate motivation, the consistent opposition consumer products

companies have voiced to expansive interpretation of class action rules leaves little doubt that

minimizing exposure to class actions is a substantial influence on their contractual patterns.

If companies arc primarily interested in avoiding class actions by consumers, the

question arises as to why they do not simply prohibit class actions, without also requiring

“See ec., Cii)les. supra note I, at 391-412; Stemlight& Jensen, supra note 1.

“See Richard A. Naarcda, Aggrenation and tts Discontents: Class Settlement Pressure, Ctas-Wide
Arbitration, and CAFA, 106 Colum. I... Rev. 1872, 1579-95 (2006) (discussing legitimate and illenitimate settlement
pressures).

47See Samuel Issacharoff& Erin F. Delaney, Credit Card Accountability, 73 U. Chi. L Rev. 157. 170-??
(2006) (noting that consumers cannot afford to arbitrate small claims on an individual basis); Stemlisht & Jensen.
stipra note I, at 86—87 (same).
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arbitration of individual claims? [n fact, we found no stand-atone class action waivers. In all

cases, class action waivers were embedded in mandatory arbitration ctauses.

One likely answer is that using arbitratIon as a tool to preclude class actions provides a

layer of doctrinal insulation nt available through clauses directt2,’ waiving class actions without

relying on mandatory arbitration clauses. By using arbitration clauses to effectively preclude

class actions. corporations impose a substantIal legal hurdle that must he overcome before courts

can even address the substantive merits of precluding class actions. A straic.tht class action

waiver clause can be directly tested for its validity. Limiting class actions through arbitration

first requires an attack on arbitration itself. That attack must succeed before the anti-class action

strategy becomes vulnerable.

Corporations did not randomly choose arbitration as the vehicle through which to

implement their attack on class actions. The link between class action waivers and mandatory

arl’icratinn can be traced to the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) atari the U.S. Supreme Courts

interpretations of that act. ihe FAA validates pre-dispute arbitration agreements and requires

state courts to enforce arbitration agreements on the same conditions as they enforce other

cuntracts. In a series of decisions toward the end of the twentieth century, the Supreme Court

concluded that the tAA established a ‘federal policy favoring arhitration.”° In the wake of

1or a hely description of the history ofjudicial decisions under the FAA and legal strategies developedin response, see GiBes, supra note 1, at 393-99 (describing, among other things, a class action against credit card
issuers alleging that banks and their lawyers had conspired to suppress class actions),

‘9 L C. 1-14 (2000). At the same time, the FAA preserves the passer of state courts to set aside
particular arbitration contracts based on generally applicable state law. Id. § 2.

\loses H. Cone Memorial Hosp. v. Mercury Construction Corp.. 4G0 U.S. 1, 24 (1983); see Mitsubishi
Motors v. SolerChnsler-Plymoith Corp., 490 U.S. 614, 626 (1985): Greentree Financial Corp. v. BazLIe, 529 U.S.
444, 452 (2003); GiBes, supra note 1, at 393-95; Judith Resnik, Procedure as Contract, 80 Notrc Dame L. Rev. 593.
619-20 (2005).
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these deci10175, and coincident with an increase in corporate anxiety over the prospect of large

consumer class actions,5t companies in consumer industries began to incorporate arbitration

clauses, tocether with class action waivers, in consumer aereements.52

B. Softening Arbitration Terms to Preserve the Anti-Class Action Strategy

federal and state courts typically have enforced arbitration clauses in standard-form

consumer agreements unless they contain specific provisions found to violate state contract law.

Recently, however, some state courts, including California’s, have found class action waivers in

consumer arbitration areements to be unconscionable and therefore contrary to generally

applicable state law, at least when the consumers’ claims were too small to support individual

actions.52 Company lawyers responded to these adverse decisions by softening other terms

pertaining to arbitration, while retaining the class action waiver. For example, companies may

subsidize the costs of arbitration, use larger print icr arbitration clauses, or may permit customers

to opt out of arbitration (within a short time after ptjrchasing the product).54 The apparent

purpose ofthesc kinder and gentler arbitration clauses is to avoid the appearance of one

sidedness, and thus to protect both the basic choice of arbitration over litigation and the

connected waiver ofctas.s proceedings From challenges based on unconscionability.55

This sequence ofjudieial decisions and contractual responses further suggests that

company lawyers have turned t’ arbitration as a source of protective cover for c]ass action

o.aivers. The prevalence of nonscverability clauses in arbitration aereements reinforces this

inference. If a class action waiver contained in an arbitration clause is found to be

unconscionable. companies prefer to litigate, probably because litigation preserves their right to

appeal both the initial certification and a final judgment in favor of consumers and because

defendants or deTense lawyers have substantial experience in litigating class actions.

Marco; er, apart from the role ci arbitration clauses in shoring up the validity of class

action waivers, it is not clear why consumer arbitration would appeal to companies. Particularly

when the company has agreed to subsidize a portion of the consumers’s costa, fair arbitration

provides little clear advantage for companies. Arbitration may be cheaper, but a cheaper forum

invites more claims. Compensatory claims arising under the types of consumer agreements we

studied are inherently limited, therefore civil juries are unlikely to assess large damage awards.

Companies may worry about punitive damages in court, but arbitrators are capable of awarding
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punitive damages, and contractual provisions barring punitive damages In arbitration increase the

chance that the arbitration clause will be stricken as unconscionable.”

Companies might also worry about the res judicata effects ofjudicial decisions in favor

ofconswncra. Yet, the Restatement of ludgmems accords the some effect to adverse outcomes

in arbitration as it does to adverse outcomes in cour1. In any case collateral estoppel may not

be abailable if courts (or arbitrators) have reached aried conclusions in prior cases?’

Finally, it is possible that companies, ac repeat pb3en in arbitration and the sourec of

much business für arbitrators and the organiations to which they belong, anticipate fa nrithm

from arbitrators. Yet studies do ant show that biaied outcomes have emerged. 1 hus. from the

perspective of corporate self-interest, concern titer titan actions remains the mo%t likel>

explanation for the pre alence of arbitration clsues in consumer agreements.
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Venue, Transfer and Forum Non Conveniens
Questions to Discuss

Venue

1. Are venue limitations statutory or constitutional? Explain.

2. What is the difference between a general venue provision and a more specific one? Which
controls if both seem to apply?

3. Ifjurisdiction is satisfied, is it also necessary to establish venue?

4. How does venue work in federal cases? In state cases?

Transfer

1. If a suit is filed in a state court in State X, but venue is only proper in State Y, can the judge
transfer the case to State Y?

2. What if the case was filed in a federal court in State X, but venue is only proper in a federal
court in State Y? Now can the judge transfer?

3. What is the standard used under section 1404 to determine whether to transfer a case?

Forum Non Conveniens

1. What is the difference between a motion to transfer and a motion to dismiss on forum non
conveniens grounds?

2. What are the two steps in a federal forum non conveniens analysis, according to Piper?

3. What is an adequate alternative forum? What is an available alternative forum?

4. What difference does it make in considering private and public interest factors that the
plaintiff is or is not a resident of the forum?

5. While all private and public interest factors must be weighed, what is the special significance
of forum interest (“local interest in having localized controversies decided at home”)?
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Venue Problems
1. Peter and Dennis are in a car accident. Peter is a Massachusetts citizen.

Dennis from New York and his home is in Brooklyn, which is in the
Eastern District of New York. The accident occurred in Maine. Assume
that Peter brings a lawsuit in federal court and that his claim is for more
than $75,000.

(A) in what federal district courts would venue be proper?

(B) Now assume Peter decides to sue Dennis in the United States
District Court for the District of Vermont. (There is only one
district in Vermont.) Assume Dennis resides in Vermont while
attending college there. Is venue proper in Vermont?

(C) Now assume Dennis is a citizen of France. Where would venue be
proper now? Would it matter if he were admitted fot permanent
residence? See 28 U.S.C. 1332(a).

(D) Now assume Peter sues Dennis in the United States District Court
for the District of Massachusetts. (There is only one federal district
in MA.) If Peter sues Dennis while Dennis is in Massachusetts, on
vacation, is venue proper there?

2. Suppose Peter decides to sue Car, Inc., the manufacturer of her car,
alleging defective design and manufacture of the vehicle. Car, Inc. is
incorporated in Delaware with its headquarters and a factory in the
Western District of Michigan. It also has factories in the Western District
of Tennessee and the Northern District of Georgia. Assume that Peters
claim exceeds $75,000.

(A) In Peter v. Car, Inc. where is venue proper’?

(B) Assume that Car, Inc. did not acquire the factory in Tennessee
until after the accident between Peter and Dennis. In Peter v. Car.
Inc. would venue he proper in the Western DistrIct of Tennessee?

(C) In addition to the facts described above, Car, Inc. is licensed to do
business in New York and has an agent for service of process
there. l’he agent is located in the Western District of New York.
Currently, Car, Inc. has no operations in New York. In Peter v.
Car, Inc. wou’d venue be proper in the Western District of New
York? The Eastern District of New York?

(D) Assume that the facts are as described in 2(C). Peter sues Dennis
and Car, Inc. Would venue be proper in the Western District of
Michigan? The Eastern District of New York? The Western
District of New York? The Western District of Tennessee?

3. Assume that in Questions 1 and 2 above there was federal question
jurisdiction, Would this change any of your answers?
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SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

No, 12 929

ArPIANTIC MARINE CONSTRUCTION COMPANY, INC..
PETITIONER i’. UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TES ET AL.

ON WRIT OF CERTIORARI TO THE UNITED STATES COURT OF
APPEALS FOR THE FIFTH CIRCUIT

tDecember 3, 2013)

JUSTICE ALITO delivered the opinion of the Court.
The question in this case concerns the procedure that

is available for a defendant in a civil case who seeks to
enforce a forum-selection clause. We reject petitioner’s
argument that such a clause may be enforced by a motion
to dismiss under 28 U. S. C. §1406(a) or Rule 12b)(3) of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. Instead, a krum
selection clause may be enforced by a motion to transfer
under §1404(a) (2006 ed., Supp. ‘I), which provides that
“[for the convenience of parties and witnesses, in the
interest of’ justice, a district court may tranfer any civil
action to any other district or division where it might have
been brought or to any district or division to which all
parties have consented.” When a defendant files such a
motion, we conclude, a district court should transfer the
case unless extraordinary circumstances unrelated to the
convenience of the parties clearly disfavor a transfer. In
the present case, both the District Court and the Court of’
Appeals misunderstood the standards to be applied in
adjudicating a §1404(a) motion in a case involving a forum-
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selection clause, and we therefore reverse the decision
be low

I
Petitioner Atlantic Marine Construction Co., a Virginia

corporation with its principal place of business in Virginia,
entered into a contract with the United States Army Corps
of Engineers to construct a child-development center at
Fort Hood in the Western District of Texas. Atlantic
Marine then entered into a subcontract with respondent
J-Crew Management, Inc., a Texas corporation, fbr work on
the project. This subcontract included a forum-selection
clause, which stated that all disputes between the parties
“‘shall be litigated in the Circuit Court for the City of
Norfolk, Virginia, or the United States District Cuurt fur
tire Eastern District of Virginia. Not-folk Division.” (u r
Atlantic Marine Constr. Co., 701 F. 3d 736, 737—73 (CM
2012).

When a dtspute about payment under the subcontract
arose, however, J-Crew sued Atlantic Marine in the West
ern District of rfexas invoking that court’s diversity ju

risdiction. Atlantic Marine moved to dismiss the suit,
arguing that the forum-selection clause rendered venue in
the Western District of Texas “wrong” under § 1406(a) and
“improper” under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure l2(b)(3).
in the alternative, Atlantic Marine moved to transfer the
case to the Eastern District of Virginia under §1404(a).
J-Crew opposed these motions.

The District Court denied both motions. It first con
cluded that §1404(a) is the exclusive mechanism for en
forcing a forum-selection clause that points to another
federal forum. The District Court then held that Atlantic
Marine bore the burden of establishing that a transfer
would be appropriate under §1404(a) and that the court
would “consider a nonexhaustive and nonexciusive list of
public and private interest factors,” of which the “forum-
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selection clause [was] only one such factor,” United Stoles
ex ret. J-Crew Management, inc. v. Atlantic Marine Cansir.
Co., 2012 WL 8499879, *5 (WO Tex., Apr. 6. 2012). Givrng
particular weight to its findings that “compulsory process
will not be available for the majority of J-Crew’s witnesses”
and that there would be “significant expense for those
willing witnesses,” the District Court held that Atlantic
Marine had failed to carry its burden of showing that
transfer “would be in the interest of justice or increase the
convenience to the parties and their witnesses.” Id., at

see also 701 F. 3d, at 743.
Atlantic Marine petitioned the Court of Appeals for a

writ of mandamus directing the District Court to clismis
the case under §1406(a) or to transfer the case to the East
em District of Virginia under §1404(a). The Court of’
Appeals denied Atlantic Marine’s petition because Atlantic
Marine had not established a “‘clear and indisputable”
riht to r’elief. Id., at 738; see Cheney v. United States
Thsi. Court for D. C., 542 U. S. 3(37, 381 (2004) (mandamus
“petitioner must satisfy the burden of showing that [his]
right to issuance of the writ is clear and indisputable”
(internal quotation marks omitted; brackets in original)).
Relying on Steu’arl Organization, Inc. v. Ricoh. Corp.. 187
U. S. 22 (1988), the Court of Appeals agreed with the
District Court that §1404(a) is the exclusive mechanism
fo;’ en.fbrcing a forum-selection clause that points to an
other federal forum when venue is otherwise proper in the
district whexe the case was brought. See 701 F. 3d, at
739_741.1 The court stated, however, that if a fbrum
selection clause points to a nonfederal forum, dismissal
under Rule 12(b)(3) would be the correct mechanism to

‘Venue vas otherwise proper in the Western District of rreXa be
cause the subcontract at issue in the suLt was entered into and was t,
be performed in that district. See United States cx ret. .J-Cre,t Man
ugerneru, Inc. v. Atlantic Marine Constr. Co., 2012 WL 8499S79. 5 (WD
Te., Apr. 6, 2012) (citing 2$ U. S.C. §1391b)(2)).
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enforce the clause because §1404(a) by its terms does not
permit transfer to any tribunal other than another federal
court. Id., at 740. The Court of Appeals then concluded
that the District Court had not clearly abused its discre
tion in refusing to transfer the case after conducting the
balance-of-interests analysis required by §1404(a). Id., at
71 l7-l3; see Cheney, supra, at 380 (permitting mandamus
relief to correct “a clear abuse of discretion” (internal
quotation marks omitted)). That was so even though there
was no dispute that the forum-selection clause was valid.
See 701. F. 3d, at 742; id., at 744 (concurring opinion). We
granted certiorari. 569 U. S. — (2013).

II

Atlantic Marine contends that a party may enforce a
forum-selection clause by seeking dismissal of the suit
under §1406(a) and Rule 12fb)(3). We disagree. Section
1406(a) and Rule 12(b)f3) allow dismissal only when venue
is ‘wrong” or “improper.” Whether venue is “wrong” or
‘improper” depends exclusively on whether the court in
which the case was brought satisfies the requirements of
federal venue laws, and those provisions say nothing
about a forum-selection clause.

A

Section 1406(a) provides that “[tihe district court of a
district in which is filed a case laying venue in the wrong
division or district shall dismiss, or if it be in the interest
of justice, transfer such case to any district or division in
which it could have been brought.” Rule 12(b)(3) states
that a party may move to dismiss a case for “improper
venue.” These provisio;;s therefore authorize dismissal
only when venue is “wrong” or “improper” in the thrum in
which it was brought.

This question—whether ventte is “wrong” or ‘impreper—is
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generally governed by 28 U. S. C. §1391 (2006 ed., Supp. \),2

That provision states that “e]xcept as otherwise provided
by law . . . this section shall govern the venue of all eitil
actions brought in district courts of the United States.’
§1391(a)(1) (emphasis added). it further provides that lal
civil action may be brought in—fl) a judicial district in
which any defendant resides, if all defendants are resi
dents of the State l.a which the district is located: (2) a
judicial district in which a substantial part of the events
or omissions giving rise to the claim occurred, or a sub
stantial part of property that is the subject of the action is
situated; or (3) if there is no district in which an action
may otherwise be brought as provided in this section, any
judicial district in which any defendant is subject to the
court’s personal jurisdiction with respect to such action.”
§1391(b).1 When venue is challenged, the court must
determine whether the case falls within one of the three
categories set out in §1391(b). If it does, venue is proet’;
if it does not, venue is improper, and the case must be
dismissed or transferred under §1106(a). Whether the
parties entered into a contract containing a forum-
selection clause has no bearing on whether a case falls into
one of the categories of cases listed in §1391(h). As a
result, a case filed in a district that falls within §1391 may
not be dismissed under §1406(a) or Rule 12(b)(3).

Petitioner’s contrary view Improperly conflates the
special statutory term “venue” and the word “forum.’ It
is certainly true that, in some contexts, the word “venue”
is used synonymously with the term “forum,” but §1391
makes cleat that venue in “all civil actions” must be tie
termmed in accordance with the criteria outlined in that

2Sectton 1391 governs “venue generally,” that is, in cases where a
more specific venue provision does not apply. Cf.. e.g.. § 1400 tidonufy
tog proper venue for copyright and patent suits).

tOther provisions of §1391 define the requirements far proper venue
rn particular circumstances.
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section. That language cannot reasonably he read to allow
judicial consideration of other, extrastatutory limitations
on the forum in which a case may be brought.

The structure of the federal venue provisions confirms
that they alone define whether venue exists in a given
forum. In particular, the venue statutes reflect Congress
intent that venue should always lie in some federal court
whenever federal courts have personal jurisdiction over
the defendant. The first two paragraphs of §1391(b) cIa-
fine the preferred judicial districts for venue in a typical
case, but the third paragraph provides a fallbaek option: If
no other venue is proper, then venue will he in “any jtidI
clot district in which any defendant is subject to the
court’s persona.l jurisdiction” (emphasis added). The stat
ute thereby ensures that so long as a federal court has
personal jurisdiction over the defendant, venue will al
ways lie somewhere. As we have previously noted, “Con
gress does not in general intend to create venue gaps.
which take away with one hand what Congress has given
by way of jurisdictional grant with the other.” Smith v.
United States, 507 U. S. 197, 203 (1993) (internal quota
tion marks omitted). Yet petitioner’s approach would
mean that in some number of cases—those in tvhich the
forum-selection clause points to a state or foreign court—
venue would not lie in any federal district. That would not
comport with the statute’s design, which contemplates
that venue will always exist in some federal court.

The conclusion that venue is proper so long as the re
quirements of §l391b) are met, irrespective of any forum-
selection clause, also follows from our prior decisions
construing the federal venue statutes. in Van Dusen v.
Barrack, 376 U. S. 61% (1964), we considered the meaning
of §1104(a), which authorizes a district court to “transfer
any civil action to any other district or division where it
might have been brought.” The question in Van Dzisen
was whether §1404(a) allows transfer to a district in which
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venue is proper under §1391 but in which the case could
not have been pursued in light of substantive state-law
limitations on the suit. See icL, at 614—615. in holding
that transfer is permissible in that context, we construed
the phrase “where it might have been brought’ to refet
to “the federaL laws delimiting the districts in which such
an action ‘may be brought,’” Id., at 624, noting that
“the phrase ‘may be brought’ recurs at least 10 times’ in
§I39l -1406, Id., at 622. We perceived “no valid reason
for reading the words ‘where it might hove been brought
to narrotv the range of permissible federal forums beyond
those permitted by federal venue statutes.” Id,, at 623.

As we noted in Van Dusen, §1406(a) “shares the same
statutory context” as §1404(a) and “contain[sj a similar
phrase.” Id., at 621. n. Ii. It instructs a court to transfer
a case from the “wrong” district to a district “in which it
could have been brought.” The most reasonable interpre
tation of that provision is that a district cannot be “wrong”
if it is one in which the case could have been brought
under §1391. Under the construction of the venue laws we
adopted in Van Duscn, a “wrong” district is therefore a
district other than “those districts in which Congress has
provided by its venue statutes that the action ‘may be
brought.” Id., at 618 (emphasis added). If the federal
venue statutes establish that suit may be brought in a
particular district, a contractual bar cannot render venue
in that district “wrong”

Our holding also finds support in Stewart, 487 U. S. 22.
As here, the parties in Stewart had included a forum-
selection clause in the relevant contract, but the plaintiff’
med suit in a different federal district. The defendant had
initially moved to transfer the case or, in the alternative.
to dismiss for improper venue under §1406(a), but by the
time the case reached this Court. the defendant had aban
cloned its §1406(a) argument and sought only transfer
under §1404(a). We rejected the plaintiff’s argument that
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state law governs a motion to transfer venue pursuant to a
forum-selection clause, concluding instead that “Federal
law, specifically 28 U. S. C. §1404(a), governs the District
Court’s decision whether to give effect to the parties’
forum-selection clause.” Id., at 32. We went on to explain
that a “motion to transfer under §1t104(a). . . calls on the
district court to weigh in the balance a number of case-
specific factors” and that the “presence of a forum-
selection clause . . . will be a significant factor that figures
centrally in the district court’s calculus.” Id., at 29.

The question whether venue in the original court was
“wrong” under §1406(a) was not before the Court, but we
wrote in a footnote that “[t]he parties do not dispute that
the District Court properly denied the motion to dismiss
the case for improper venue under 28 U. S. C. §1106(a)
because respondent apparently does business in th
Northern District of Alabama. See 2$ U. S. C’. §1391(c)
(venue proper in judicial district in which corporation is
doing business).” Id., at 28, n. 8. In other words. because
§1391 made venue proper, venue could not be “wrong’ t’or
purposes of §1406(a). Though dictum, the Court’s obser
vation supports the holding we reach today. A contrary
view would all but drain SLeLLart of any significance. if a
thrum-selection clause rendered venue in all other federal
courts “wrong,” a defendant could always obtain automatic
dismissal or transfer’ under §1406(a) and would not have
any reason to resort to §1404(a). Stewart’s holding tvnuld
be limited to the presumably rare case in which the de
fendant inexplicably fails to file a motion under §1106(a)
or Rule 12(b)f3).

B

Although a forum-selection clause does not render venue
in a court “wrong” or “improper” within the meaning of
§1406(a) or Rule 12(b)f3), the clause may be enforced
through a motion to transfer under § 1404(a). That provi
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sion states that “[f]or the convenience of parties and wit
nesses, in the interest of justice, a district court may
transfer any civil action to any other district or division
where it might have been brought or to any district or
division to which all parties have consented” Unlike
§1406(a), §1404(a) does not condition transfer on the ml
tial forum’s being “wrong.” And it permits transfer to
any district where venue is also proper (i.e., “where Ithe
casej mighi have been brought”) or to any other distrtct to
which the parties have agreed by contract or stipulation.

Section 1104(a) therefore provides a mechanism for
enforcement of forum-selection clauses that point to a
particular federal district. And for the reasons we address
in Part 111, rnfru, a proper application of §1404(a) requires
that a forum-selection clause be “given controlling weight
in all but the most exceptional cases.” Stewart, sltpra, at
33 (KENNEDY, J., concurring).

Atlantic Marine argues that §1404(a) is not a suitable
mechanism to enforce forum-selection cia uses beca use
that provision cannot provide for transfer when a forum.
selection clause specifies a state or foreign tribunal, see
Brief for Petitioner lS 19, and we agree with Atlantic
Marine that the Court of Appeals failed to provide a sound
answer to this problem. The Court of Appeals opined that
a forum-selection clause pointing to a nonfederal forum
should be enforced through Rule 12(b)(3), which permits a
party to move for dismissal of a case based on “improper
venue.” 701 F. 3d, at 740. As Atlantic Marine persua
sively argues, however, that conclusion cannot be recon
ciled with our construction of the term “improper venue” in
§1406 to refer only to a forum that does not satist’ federal

venue laws. If venue is proper under federal venrie rules,
it does not matter for the purpose of Rule 12(h)(3) whether
the forum-selection clause points to a federal or a non fed
eral forum.

instead, the appropriate way to enforce a forum-
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selection clause pointing to a state or foreign forum is
through the doctrine of forum non conueniens. Section
1104(a) is merely a codification of the doctrine of forum
non conteniens for the subset of cases in which the trans
feree forum is within the federal court system; in such
cases, Congress has replaced the traditional remedy of
outright dismissal with transfer. See Sinochen, Int’l Co. v.
Malaysia Int’l Shipping Cop., 549 U. S. 422, 430 (2007)
(“For the federal court system, Congress has codified the
doctrine . . . “); see also notes following §1404 (Historical
and Revision Notes) (Section 1404(a) “was drafted in
accordance with the doctrine of forum non eonveniens,
permitting transfer to a more convenient forum. even
though the venue is proper”). For the remaining set of
cases calling for a nonfederal forum. §1401(a) has no
application, but the residual doctrine of forum non conten
lens “has continuing application in federal courts.” Sino
chem, 519 U. S., at 430 (internal quotation marks and
brackets omitted); see also ibid. (noting that federal courts
invoke forum non conceniens “in cases where the alterna
tive forum is abroad7 and perhaps in rare instances where
a state or territorial court serves litigational convenience
best” (internal quotation marks and citation omitted)).
And because both §1404(a) and the forum non con.t’en lens
doctrine from which it derives entail the same balancing-
of-interests standard, courts shoulct evaluate a forum-
selection clause pointing to a nonfederal forum in the
same way that they evaluate a forum-selection clause
pointing to a federal forum. See Stewart, 487 U. S.. at 37
(SCALEA, J., dissenting) (Section 1404(a) “did not change
‘the relevant factors’ which federal courts used to consider
under the doctrine of forum non conueni.ens” (quoting
Noruood v. Kirkpatrick. 349 U. S. 29. 32 (1955))).

C
An an?icu.s before the Court argues that a defendant in a
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breach-of-contract action should be able to obtain disinis
sat under Rule 12(b)(6) if the plaintiff files suit in a dis
trict other than the one specified in a valid forum-selection
clause. See Brief for Stephen E. Sachs as Am.icus Curiae.
Petitioner, however, did not file a motion under Rule
12b)(6), and the parties did not brief the Rules applica
tion to this case at any stage of this litigation. We there
fore will not consider it. Even if a defendant could use
Rule i2fb)(6) to enforce a for-urn-selection clause, that
would not change our conclusions that §1406(a) and Rule
12(b)(3) are not proper mechanisms to enforce a forum-
selection clause and that §1404(a) and the forum non
con venien s doctrine provide appropriate enforcement
mechanisms.’

UI
Although the Court of Appeals correctly identified

§1104(a) as the appropriate provision to enforce the forum-
selection clause in this case, the Court of Appeals erred in
failing to make the adjustments required in a §1-10 1(a)
analysis when the transfer motion is premised on a ferum
selection clause. When the parties have agreed to a valid
forum-selection clause, a district court should ordinarily
transfer the case to the forum specified in that clause.
Only under extraordinary circumstances unrelated to the
convenience of the parties should a §1404(a) motion be
denied. And no such exceptional factors appear to be
present in this case.

We observe, moreover, that a motion under Rule l2tb)(G, unlike a
motion under §1404(a) or the forum iton conueniens doctrine. may leac.l
to a jury trial on venue if issues of material fact relating to the validity
of the forum-selection clause añe. Even if Professor Sachs is ultinintely
correct, therefore. defendants would have sensibLe reasons to invoke
§1404(n) or the forum non convenieas doctrine in addition to Rule
I 2(b)(6).

jOur analysis presupposes a contractually valid forum-selection
clause.
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A
In the typical case not involving a forum-selection

clause, a district court considering a §1-104(a) motion (or a
forum non con.veniens motion) must evaluate both the
convenience of the parties and various public-interest
considerations.6 Ordinarily, the district court would weigh
the relevant factors and decide whether, on balance, a
transfer would serve “the convenience of parties and wit
nesses” and otherwise promote “the I;;terest of justice.’
§ 1404(a).

The calculus changes, however, when the parties’ con
tract contains a valid forum-selection clause, which “rep
resents the parties’ agreement as to the most proper
forum.” Stewart, 187 U. S., at 31. The “enforcement of
valid forum-selection clauses, bargained for by the parties,
protects their legitimate expectations and furthers vital
interests of the justice system.” Jo’., at 33 (KENNEDY, J.,
concurring). For that reason, and because the overarching
consideration under §1401(a) is whether a transfer would
promote “the interest of justice,” “a valid forum-selection
clause [should be] given controlling weight in all but the
most exceptional cases.” id., at 33 (same). The presence
of a valid foz-umn-selection clause requires district courts to
adjust their usual §1404(a) analysis in three ways.

Factors relating to the parties’ private interests include relative’
ease of access to sources of proof; availability of compulsory process for
attendance of unwilling. and the cost of obtaining attendance otwiHing.
witnesses: possibility of view of premises, if view would be appropriate
to the action: and all other practical problems that make trial of a case
easy, expeditious and inexpensive.” Pipet Aircraft o. v. Reyno. 454
U. S. 235, 241, a. 6 (1981) (internal quotation marks omitted). Public-
interest factors may include “the administrative thificulties flowing
from court congestion; the local Interest in having locahzecl controver
sies decided at home; landl the interest in having the trial of a diversity
case in a forum that is at home with the law.” Ibid. (internal quotation
marks omitted). The Court must aTho give some weight to the plaintiffs’
choice of forum. See Norwood v. Kirkpatrick, 349 U. S. 29. 32 (1995).
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First, the plaintiff’s choice of forum merits no weight.
Rather, as the party defing the forum-selection clause,
the plaintiff bears the burden of establishing that transfer
to the forum for which the parties bargained is unwar
ranted. Because plaintiffs are ordinarily allowed to select
whatever forum they consider most advantageous (con
sistent with jurisdictional and venue limitations), we hove
termed their selection the “plaintiff’s venue privilege.”
Van Dusen. 376 U. S., at 635. But when a plaintiff agrees
by contract to bring suit only in a specified fbi-urn—
presumably in exchange for other binding promises by
the defendant—the plaintiff has effectively exercised its
“venue privilege” before a dispute arises. Only that initial
choice deserves deference, and the plaintiff must bear the
burden of showing why the court should not transfer the
case to the forum to which the parties agreed.

Second, a cottrt evaluating a defendant’s §1104(a) mo
tion to transfbr based on a forum-selection clause should
not consider arguments about the parties’ private inter
ests. When parties agree to a forum-selection clause, they
waive the right to challenge the preselected forum as
inconvenient or less convenient for themselves or their
witnesses, or ftu- their pursuit of the litigation. A court
accordingly must deem the private-interest factors to
weigh entirely in favor of the preselected forum. As we
have explained in a different but “‘instructive’” context,
Stewart, supm, at 23, ‘[w]hatever ‘inconvenience’ [the
parties] would suffer by being forced to litigate in the
contractual forum as [they] agreed to do was clearly fore
seeable at the time of contracting.” The Brenteir v. Zcipatci
off-Shore Co., 407 U. S. 1. 17—18 (1972); see also Stewart.

TWe note that this “privilege’ exists within the coriflnes of statutory
limitations. and ‘(ijn most instances, the purpose of statutorily sped
fled venue is to protect the defendant agaInst the risk ihat a ptaintff
will select an unfair or inconvetuent place of trial.” Leroy v. Great
lVestern L’aited Corp., 443 U. S. 173. 18I8.I (1979).
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supra, at 33 (KENNEDi, J., concurring) (stating that Bre
men’s “reasoning applies with much force to federal courts
sitting in diversity”).

As a consequence, a district court may consider argu
ments about public-interest factors only. See n. 6, supra.
Because those factors will rarely defeat a transfer motion,
the practical result is that forum-selection clauses should
control except in unusual cases. Although it is “conceiv
able in a particular case’ that the district court “would
refuse to transfer a case notwithstanding the counter
weight of a forum-selection clause,’ $teic’art, supra, at 30—
31, such cases will not be common.

Third, when a party bound by a forum-selection clause
flouts its contractual obligation and files suit in a different
forum, a §1404(a) transfer of venue will not carry with it
the original venue’s choice-of-law rules—a factor that in
some circumstances may affect public-interest considera
tions. See Piper Aircraft Co. v. .Reyna, 151 U. S. 235, 211.
n. 6 (1981) (listing a court’s familiarity with the “law that
must govern the action” as a potential factor) .A federal
court sitting in diversity ordinarily must follotv the choice-
of-law rules of the State in which it sits. See Klaxon Co. v.
Stentor Etec. Mfg. Co., 313 II. S. 487, 494—496 (1941).
However, tve previously identified an exception to that prin
ciple for §1404(a) transfers, requiring that the state law
applicable in the original court also apply in the trans
feree court. See Van Duse;z. 376 U. S., at 639. We deemed
that exception necessary to prevent “defendants, properly
subjected to suit in the transferor State,” from “invok[ing]
§1404(a) to gain the benefits of the laws of another juris
diction . . - .“ Id., at 63$; see Ferens v. John, Deere Co., -19-1
U. S. 516, 522 (1990) (extending the Van Dusen rule to
§1404(a) motions by plaintiffs).

The policies motivating our- exception to the Klaxon rule
for §1404(a) transfers, however, do not support an exten
sion to cases where a defendant’s motion i premised on
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enforcement of a valid forum-selection clause. See Fercns,
supra, a.t 523. To the contrary, those considerations lead
us to reject the rule that the law of the court in which the
plaintiff inappropriately filed suit should follow the case to
the forum contractually selected by the parties. In Van
Dusen, we were concerned that, through a §1404(a) trans
fer, a defendant could “defeat the state-law advantages
that might accrue from the exercise of [the plaintiff’s)
venue privilege.” 376 U. S., at 635. But as discussed
above, a plaintiff who files suit in violation at’ a forum-
selection clause enjoys no such “privilege” with respect to
its choice of forum, and therefore it is entitled to no con
comitant “state-law advantages.” Not only would it be
inequitable to allow the plaintiff to fasten its choice of
substantive law to the venue transfer, but it would also
encourage gamesmanship. Because “ 1404(a) should not
create or multiply opportunities for forum shopping.”
Ferens, sicpi’a, at 523, we will not apply the Van Dus’n
rule when a transfer stems from enforcement of a forum-
selection clause: The court in the contractually selected
venue should not apply the law of the transferor venue to
which the parties waived their right.5

For the reasons detailed above, see Part H—B, supra, the some
standarda should apply to motions to dismiss for forum non con c€,iian
in cases involving valid forum-selection clauses pointing to state or for
eign forums, We have noted in contests unrelated to forum-selection
clauses that a defendant “invoking forum non cunceniens ordinarily
bears a heavy burden in opposing the plaintiffs chosen forum.” Sum
them Jni’l Co. v. Malaysia In’t Shipping Co., 549 U. S. 422. 11() (%t)f17,
That is because of the “hars[h] result” of that doctrine: Unhke a
§1404(a) motion, a successful motion under forum non contenuens
requires thsmissat of the case. Norwood, 349 U. S., at 32. That mean
veniences plaintiffs in several respects and even “makes it possible for
[plaintiffs] to lose out completely, through the running of the statute of
limitations in the forum finally deemed appropriate.” Id., at 31 (inter

nal quotation marks omitted). Such caution is not warranted, however.
when the plaintiff has violated a contractual obligation by filing suit
in a forum other than the one specified in a valid forum-selection
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When parties have contracted in advance to litigate
disputes in a particular forum, courts should not unneces
sarilv disrupt the parties’ settled expectations. A forum-
selection clause, after alt, may have figured centrally in
the parties’ negotiations and may have affected how che
set monetary and other contractual terms; it may. in fact,
have been a critical factor in their agreement to do busi
ness together in the first place. In all hut the most un
usual cases, therefore, “the interest of justice” is served by
holding parties to their bargain.

3

The District Court’s application of §1404(a) in this case
did not comport with these principles. The District Court
improperly placed the burden on Atlantic Marine to prove
that transfer to the parties’ contractually preselected
forum was appropriate. As the party acting in violation of
the forum-selection clause, J-Crew must bear the burden
of showing that public-interest factors overwhelmingly
disfovor a transfer.

The District Court also erred in giving weight to argu
ments about the parties’ private interests, given that all
private interests, as expressed in the forum-selection
clause, weigh in favor of the transfer. The District Court
stated that the private-interest factors “militat[e] against
a transfer to Virginia” because “compulsory process will
not be available for the majority of J-Crew’s witnesses”
and there will be “significant expense for those willing
witnesses.” 2012 WL 8499879, *G*7; see 701 F. 3d, at
743 (notIng District Court’s “concer[n] with J-Crew’s abil
ity to secure witnesses for trial”). But when J-Crew en
tered into a contract to litigate all disputes in Virginut.
it knew that a distant forum might hinder its ability to
call certain witnesses and might impose other burdens on

cl;use. rn such a case, dismisaal would work no in)usrlc,e on the p(auniff
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its litigation efforts. It nevertheless promised to resolve
its disputes in Virginia, and the District Court should
not have given any weight to J-Crew’s current claims of
inconvenience.

The District Court also held that the public-interest
factors weighed in favor of keeping the case in Texas
because Texas contract law is more familiar to federal
judges in Texas than to their federal colleagues in Vir
ginia. That ruling, however, rested in part on the District
Court’s belief that the federal court sitting in Virginia
would have been required to apply Texas’ choice-of-law
rules, which in this case pointed to Texas contract law.
See 2012 WL 8499879, *3 (citing Van Dusen., supra, at
639). But for the reasons we have explained, the trans
feree court would apply Virginia choice-of-law rules. It is
true that even these Virginia rules may point to the con
tract law of Texas, as the State in which the contract was
formed. But at minimum, the fact that the Virginia court
will not be required to apply Texas choice-of-law rules
reduces whatever weight the District Court might have
given to the public-interest factor that looks to the faniilt
artv of the transferee court with the applicahtc law. And.
in any event, federal judges routinely apply the law of a
State other than the State in which they sit. We are not
aware of any exceptionally arcane features of Texas con
tract law that are likely to de comprehension by a fed
eral judge sitting in Virginia.

* * *

We reverse the judgment of the Cou;-t of Appeals for the
Fifth Cu-cult. Although no public-interest factors that
might support the denial of Atlantic Marine’s motion to
transfer are apparent on the record before us, we remand
the case fbr the courts below to decide that question.

It is so ordered,
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Piper Questions

1. Follow the procedural history of the case. Where did it begin? VThere did it end?

2. The United States Distiict Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania, as well as the
Court of Appeal for the Third Circuit, found that different substantive law would govern
the claims against Piper and Hartrell. See if you can follow the reasoning.

3. What is the formal federal forum non canveniens test?

4. What presumptions, if any, apply (according to lhe S CO when the plaintiff is not a US
citizen. What if they arc not a US citizen but a resident of the US? Does that change
anything? What difference does it make if they are a US citizen? Why?

5. What is the source of The authority by which a fedral court may decline to exercise the
jurisdiction which it otherwise possesses?

6. Compare the federal doctrine of forum non conveniens with the “fair play and substantial
justice” factors of the Shoe test. W1at similarities/differences can you see?

7. In 1945, the Court announces Shoe. In 1947, it decides Gilbert In 1980, the Court
decides WWV (but also a number of other cases that appeared to expand the
ionstitutional amenability of nom-esidents to suit In 1981, it decides Piper. Although
each of these cert pants were epia1e, it i valuable to compare the evolulion in pernal
jurisdiction doctrine and the forum non conveniens doctrine. What overlaps can you see
in terms of how the two doctrines developed over time?

(1
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PIPER AIRCRAFT COMPANY, Petitioner,

V.

Gaynell REYNO, Personal Representative of the Estate of Wliam Fehilly, etal. HARTZELL
PROPELLER, INC., Petitioner, V. Gaynell REYNO, Personal Representattve of the Estate of
William Fehilly, et al.

Nos. 80-848, 80-883.

Argued Oct. 14, 1981,

Decided Dec. 8, 1981.

Justice MARSHALL delivered the opinion of the Court.

These cases arise out of an air crash that took place in Scotland. Respondent, acting as
representative of the estates of several Scottish citizens killed in the accident, brought wrongful-
death actions against petitioners that were ultimately transferred to the United States District
Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania. Petitioners moved to dismiss on the ground of forum
non conveniens. After noting that an alternative forum existed in Scotiand, the District Court
granted their motions. 479 ijtj27 (1979) . The United States Court of Appeals for the Third
Circuit reversed. 630 R2d 149 (1980) . The Court of Appeals based its decision, at least in part,
on the ground that dismissal is automatically barred where the law of the alternative forum is less
favorable to the plaintiff than the law of the forum chosen by the plaintiff. Because we conclude
that the possibility of an unfavorable change in law should not, by itself, bar dismissal, and
because we conclude that the District Court did not otherwise abuse its discretion, we reverse.

A,

In July 1976, a small commercial aircraft crashed in the Scottish highlands during the
course of a charter flight from
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Blackpool to Perth, The pilot and five passengers were killed instantiy. The decedents were all
Scottish subjects and residents, as are their heirs and next of kin. There were no eyewitnesses to
the accident. At the time of the crash the plane was subject to Scottish air traffic control.

The aircraft, a twin-engine Piper Aztec, was manufactured in Pennsylvania by petitioner
Piper Aircraft Co. (Piper). The propellers were manulactured in Ohio by petitioner Harizell
Propeller Inc. (Hartzell). At the time of the crash the aircrattwas registered in Great Britain and
was owned and maintained by Air Navigation and Trading Co., Ltd. (Air Navigation). It was
operated by McDonald Aviation, Ltd. (McDonald), a Scottish air taxi service. Roth Air Navigation
and McDonald were organized in the United Kingdom. The wreckage of the plane is now in a
hangar in Farnsborough, England.

The British Department of Trade investigated the accident shortly after it occurred. A
preliminary report found that the plane crashed after developing a spin, and suggested that
mechanical failure in the plane or the propeller was responsible. At Hartzell’s request, this report
was reviewed by a three-member Review Board, which held a 9-day adversary hearing attended
by all interested parties. The Review Board found no evidence of defective equipment and
indicated that pilot error may have contributed to the accident. The pilot, who had obtained his
commercial pilots license only three months earlier, was flying over high ground at an altitude
considerably lower than the minimum height required by his company’s operations manual.

In July 1977, a California probate court appointed respondent Gaynell Reyno administratrix
of the estates at the five passengers. Reyno is not related to and does not know any of the
decedents or their survivors; she was a legal secretary to the attorney who filed this lawsuit.
Several days after her appointment, Reyno commenced separate wrongful-
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death actions against Piper and Hartzell in the Superior Court of California, claiming negligence
and strict liability. 1Air Navigation, McDonald, and the estate of the pilot are not parties to this
litigation. The survivors of the five passengers whose estates are represented by Reyno filed a
separate action in the United Kingdom against Air NavIgation, McDonald, and the pilot’s estate. 2
Reyno candidly admits that the action against Piper and Harizell was filed in the United Statesbecause its laws regarding liability, capacity to sue, and damages are mote favorable to herposition than are those of Scotland. Scottish law does not recognize strict liability in tort.
Moreover, it permits wrongful-death actions only when brought by a decedent’s relatives, The
relatives may sue only for “toss of support and society.”

On petitioners’ motion, the suit was removed to the United States District Court for theCentral District of California. Piper then moved for transfer to the United States District Court for
the Middle District of Pennsylvania, pursuant to 2$ U.S.C. § 1404(a). Harizell moved to dismiss
for lack of personal jurisdiction, or in the alternative, to transfer. In December 1977, the District
Court quashed service on
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Hartzell and transterred the case to the Middle District of Pennsylvania. Respondent then
properly served process on Harizell.

B

In May 1978, after the suit had been transferred, both Hartell and Piper moved to dismissthe action on the ground of forum non conveniens. The District Court granted these motions inOctober 1979. It relied on the balancing test set forth by this Court in Gult Oil Corp. v. Gilbert .330U.S. 501 , 67 S.Ct. 839 * 91 L.Ed. 1055 (1947) , and its companion case, Koster v. Lurnbermens
Mut. Cas. Co. .330 U.S. 518, 67 S.Ct. 828 , 91 LEd. 1067 (1947). In those decisions, the Courtstated that a plaintiff’s choice of forum should rarely be disturbed. However, when an alternative
forum has jurisdiction to hear the case, and when trial in the chosen forum would “establish...oppressiveness and vexation to a defendant.. . out of all proportion to plaintiffs convenience,” or
when the “chosen forum us] inappropriate because of considerations affecting the court’s own
administrative and legal problems,” the court may, in the exercise of its sound discretion, dismissthe case. Koster, supra , at 524, 67 S,Ct., at 831-832 , To guide trial court discretion, the Court
provided a list of “private interest factors” affecting the convenience of the litigants, and a list of“public interest factors” affecting the convenience of the forum. Gilbert, supra .330 U.S. 503 -509
67S.Ct.pt843.5
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After describing our decisions in Gilbert and Koster , the District Court analyzed the factsof these cases. It began by observing that an alternative forum existed in Scotland; Piper and
Hartzell had agreed to submit to the jurisdiction of the Scottish courts and to waive any statute oflimitations defense that might be available. It then stated that plaintiffs choice of forum was
entitled to little weight. The court recognized that a plaintiffs choice ordinarily deserves
substanal deference. It noted, however, that Reyno “is a representative of foreign citizens andresidents seeking a forum in the United States because of the more liberal rules concerning
products liability law,” and that”the courts have been less solicitous when the plaintiff is not anAmerican citizen or resident, and particularly when the foreign citizens seek to benefit from the
mote liberal tort rules provided for the protection of citizens and residents of the United States,”
479 RSupn., at 731.

The District Court next examined several factors relating to the private interests of the
litigants, and determined that these factors strongly pointed towards Scotland as the appropriate
forum. Although evidence concerning the design, manufacture, and testing ot the plane and
propeller is located in the United States, the connections with Scotland are otherwise
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“overwhelming:’ Id. at 732, The real parties in interest are citizens ot Scotland, as were all the
decedents. Witnesses who could testify regarding the maintenance of the aircraft, the training of
the pilot, and the investigation of the accident—all essential to the defense—are in Great Britain.
Moreover, all witnesses to damages are located in Scotland. Trial would be aided by familiarity
with Scottish topography, and by easy access to the wreckage.

The District Court reasoned that because crucial witnesses and evidence were beyond the
reach of compulsory process, and because the defendants would not be able to implead
potential Scottish third-party defendants, it would be “unfair to make Piper and Hartzell proceed
to trial in this forum.” (U.
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at 733. The survivors had brought separate actions in Scotland against the pilot, McDonald, and
Air Navigation. “[ljt would be fairer to all parties and less costly if the entire case was presented to
one jury with available testimony from all relevant witnesses,’ Ibid. Although the court recognized
that if trial were held in the United States, Piper and Harizell couLd file indemnity or contribution
actions against the Scottish defendants, it believed that there was a significant risk of
inconsistent verdicts.

The District Court concluded that the relevant public interests also pointed strongly towards
dismissal, The court determined that Pennsylvania law would apply to Piper and Scottish law to
Hartzell if the case were tried in the Middle District of Pennsylvania. 8 As a result, ‘trial in this
forum would be hopelessly complex and confusing for a jury.” Id. , at 734. In addition, the court
noted that it was unfamiliar with Scottish law and thus would have to rely upon experts from that
country. The court also found that the trial would be enormously costly and time-consuming; that
it would be untair to burden citizens with jury duty when the Middle Dis
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trict of Pennsylvania has little connection with the controversy; and that Scotland has a
substantial interest in the outcome of the litigation.

In opposing the motions to dismiss, respondent contended that dismissal would be unfair
because Scottish law was less favorable. The District Court explicitly rejected this claim, It
reasoned that the possibilfty that dismissal might lead to an unfavorable change in the law did
not deserve signiflcantweight; any deficiency in the foreign law was a”matterto be deatwith in
the foreign forum.” Id. ,at 738.

C

On appeal, the United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit reversed and remanded
for trial. The decision to reverse appears to be based on two alternative grounds. First, the Court
held that the District Court abused its discretion in conducting the Gilbert analysis. Second, the
Court held that dismissal is never appropriate where the law of the alternative forum is less
favorable to the plaintiff.

The Court af Appeals began its review of the District Court’s Gilbert analysis by noting that
the plaintifrs choice of forum deserved substantial weight, even though the teal parties in interest
are nonresidents. It then rejected the District Court’s balancing of the private interests. It found
that Piper and Hartzell had failed adequately to support their claim that key witnesses would be
unavailable if trial were held in the United States: they had never specified the witnesses they
would call and the testimony these witnesses would provide. The Court of Appeals gave little
weight to the fact that Piper and Hartzell would not be able to implead potential Scottish third-
party defendants, reasoning that this difficulty would be “burdensome’ but not “unfair,” 639 F.2d,
at 162. Finally, the court stated that resolution of the suit
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would not be significantly aided by familiarity with Scottish topography, or by viewIng thewreckage.

The Court of Appeals also rejected the District Court’s analysis of the public interest factors,it found that the District Court gave undue emphasis to the application of Scottish law: “‘the metefact that the court is called upon to determine and apply foreign law does not ptesent a legalproblem of the sort which would justify the dismissal of a case otherwise properly before thecourt.’” Id. , at 163 (quoting Hoffman v. Goberman . 420 R2d 47 (CA3 19ZW). In any event, itbelieved that Scottish law need not be applied. After conducting its own choice-of-law analysis,the Court of Appeals determined that American law would govern the actions against both Piper
and Hartzelt. 10 The same choice-of-law analysis apparently led itto conclude that Pennsylvaniaand Ohio, rather than Scotland, are the jurisdictions with the greatest policy interests in the
dispute, and that all other public interest factors favored trial in the United States. ‘
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in any event, it appears that the Court of Appeals would have reversed even lithe DistrictCourt had properly balanced the public and private interests. The court stated:

‘(lit is apparent that the dismissal would work a change in the applicable law so that theplaintiffs strict liability claim would be eliminated from the case. But. .. a dismissal for forum nonconveniens, like a statutory transfer, ‘should not, despite its convenience, result in a change inthe applicable law.’ Only when American law is not applicable, or when the foreign jurisdictionwould, as a matter of its own choice of law, give the plaintiff the benefit of the claim to which sheis entitled here, would dismissal be justified.” 630 R2d, at 163-164 (footnote omitted) (quotingDeMteos v. Texaco, Inc. 562 F.2d $95 , 899 (CA3 1977), cert. denied, 435 US. 904 , 9$ S.Ct.
55 L.Ed.2d 494 (1978’i).

In other words, the court decided that dismissal is automatically barred if it would lead to achange in the applicable law unfavorable to the plaintiff.

We granted certiorari in these cases to consider the questions they raise concerning theproper application of the doctrine of forum non conveniens. 450 U.S. 909 , 101 S.CL 1346 ,L.Ed.2U 333 (19S1) 12
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The Court of Appeals erred in holding that plaintiffs may defeat a motion to dismiss on theground of forum non conveniens merely by showing that the substantive law that would beapplied in the alternative forum is less favorable to the plaintiffs than that of the present forum.The possibility of a change in substantive law should ordinarily not be given conclusive or evensubstantial weight in the forum non conveniens inquiry.

We expressly rejected the position adopted by the Court of Appeals in our decision inCanpda Malting Co. v. Peterson Steamships, Ltd. .285 U.S. 413 , 52 S.Ct. 413 , 76 L.Ed. 837That case arose out of a collision between two vessels in American waters. TheCanadian owners of cargo lost in the accident sued the Canadian owners of one of the vessels inFederal District Court. The cargo owners chose an American court in large part because therelevant American liability rules were more favorable than the Canadian rules. The District Courtdismissed on grounds of forum non conveniens. The plaintiffs argued that dismissal wasinappropriate because Canadian laws were less favorable to them. This Court nonethelessaffirmed:
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“We have no occasion to enquire by what law the rights of the parties are governed, as we
are of the opinion
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that, under any view of that question, it lay within the discretion of the District Court to
decline to assume jurisdiction over the controversy... . U]he court will nottake cognizance of the
case if justice would be as well done by remitting the parties to their home forum.’ ‘ Id. , at 419-
420, 52 S.Ct.. at 414 , quoting Charter Shipping Co. v. Bowring, Jones & Tidy. 281 U.S. 515
517, 50 S.Ct..4.Q, 414, 74 LEd. 1QQ8 (19301.

The Court further stated that “[t]here was no basis for the contention that the District Court
abused its discretion. 265 U.S., at 423,52 5.Ct., at 415-16.

It is true that Canada Malting was decided before Gilbert, and that the doctrine of forum non
conveniens was not fully crystallized until our decision in that case. 13 However, Gilbert in no
way affects the validity of Canada Malting. In-
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deed, by holding that the central focus of the forum non conveniens inquiry is convenience,
Gilbert implicitly recognized that dismissal may not be barred solely because of the possibility of
an unfavorable change in law. 14 Under Gilbert, dismissal will ordinarily be appropriate where
trial in the plaintiffs chosen forum imposes a heavy burden on the defendant or the court, and
where the plaintiff is unable to offer any specific reasons at convenience supporting his choice.
If substantial weight were given to the possibility of an unfavorable change in law, however,
dismissal might be barred even where trial in the chosen forum was plainly inconvenient.

The Court of Appeals’ decision is inconsistentwith this Courts earlier forum non
conveniens decisions in another respect. Those decisions have repeatedly emphasized the
need to retain flexibility. In Gilbert , the Court refused to identify specific circumstances “which
will justify or require either grantor denial of remedy.’ 30 U.S., at 508 ,67 S.Ct.. at 843.
Similarly, in Koster, the Court rejected the contention that where a trial would involve inquiry into
the internal affairs of a foreign corporation, dismissal was always appropriate. “That is one, but
only one, factor which may show convenience.’ 330 U.S.. at 527 .67 S.Ct., at 833 . And in
Williams v. Green Bay& Western 1?. Co. 326 U.S. 549 ,557,66 S.Ct. 284 288,90 L,Ed. 311
U9%). we stated that we would not lay down a rigid rule to govern discretion, and that “[ejach
case turns on its facts.” If central emphasis were
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placed on any one factor, the forum non conveniens doctrine would lose much of the very
flexibility that makes it so valuable.

In fact, if conclusive or substantial weight were given to the possibility of a change in law,
the forum non conveniens doctrine would become virtually useless. Jurisdiction and venue
requirements are often easily satisfied. As a result, many plaintiffs are able to choose from among
several forums. Ordinarily, these plaintiffs will select that forum whose choice-of-law rules are
most advantageous. Thus, if the possibility of an unfavorable change in substantive law is given
substantial weight in the forum non convenieris inquiry, dismissal would rarely be proper.

Except tar the court below, every Pederal Court of Appeals that has considered this
question after Gilbert has held that dismissal on grounds of forum non conveniens may be
granted even though the law applicable in the alternative forum is less favorable to the plaintiffs
chance of recovery. See, e. g., Pain v. United Technologies Corp._. 205 U.S.App.Q.C. 229, 248-
249, 637 F.2d 775 794-795 (1980); Fitzgerald v. Texaco. Inc. .521 F.2d 448 ,453 (CA2 1975),
cert. denied, 423 U.S. 1052, 96 S.Ct. 781 ,46 L,Ed.2d 641 (1976) ; Anastasiadis v. 5.3. Little
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John 346 FlU 281 283 (CA5 1965), cert. denied, 384 US. 920 , 86 SCt. 1368 , 16 LEU.2U
440 (1966) . Several courts have relied expressly on Canada Malting to hold that the
possibility of an unfavorable change of law should not, by itself, bar dismissal. See Fitz
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gerald v. Texaco, Inc., supra;Anglo-American Grain Co. V. The SIT Mina DAmico_169F.Supp.
908 (ED VI959a.

The Court of Appeals1 approach is not only inconsistent with the purpose of the forum non
conveniens doctrine, but also poses substantial practical problems. If the possibility of a change
in law were given substantial weight, deciding motions to dismiss on the ground of forum non
conveniens would become quite difficult. Choice-of-law analysis would become extremely
important, and the courts would frequently be required to interpret the law of foreign jurisdictions.
First, the trial court would have to determine what law would apply if the case were tried in the
chosen forum, and what law would apply if the case were tried in the alternative forum. It would
then have to compare the rights, remedies, and procedures available under the law that would be
applied in each forum. Dismissal would be appropriate only if the court concluded that the law
applied by the alternative forum is as favorable to the plaintiff as that of the chosen forum. The
doctrine of forum non conveniens however, is designed in part to help courts avoid conducting
complex exercises in comparative law. As we stated in Gilbert the public interest factors point
towards dismissal where the court would be requited to “untangle problems in conflict of laws,
and in law foreign to itself.” 330 US.. at 509 , 67 S.Ct., at 843.

Upholding the decision of the Court of Appeals would result in other practical problems. At
least where the foreign plaintiff named an American manufacturer as defendant, 17 a court could
not dismiss the case on grounds of forum non
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ii’conveniens where dismissal might lead to an unfavorable change in law. The American courts,
which are already extremely attractive to foreign plaintiffs. would become even more attractive.
The flow of litigation into the United States would rncrease and further congest already crowded
courts. 19
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The Court at Appeals based its decision, at least in part, on an analogy between dismissals
on grounds of forum non conveniens and transfers between federal courts pursuant to § 1404(a).
In Van Dcisen v. Barrack 376 U.S. 612 , 84 S.Ct. 805 , 11 L.Ed.2d 945 (1964) , this Court ruled
that a § 1404(a) transfer should not result in a change in the applicable law, Relying on dictum in
an earlier Third Circuit opinion interpreting Van Dusen, the court below held that that principle is
also applicable to a dismissal on forum non conveniens grounds. 630 F.2d, at 164, and n. 51
(citing DeMateos v. Texaco, Inc., 562 R2d, at 899). However, § 1404(a) transfers are different
than dismissals on the ground of forum non conveniens.

Congress enacted § 1404(a) to permit change of venue between federal courts. Although
the statute was drafted in accordance with the doctrine of forum non conveniens , see Revisor’s
Note, H.R.Rep. No. 308, BOth Cong., 1st Sess., A132 (1947); H.R.Rep. No. 2646, 79th Cong., 2d
Sess., A127 (1946), it was intended to be a revision rather than a codification of the common law.
NonNood v. Kirkpatrick 349 U.S. 29 , 75 S.Ct. 544 , 99 L.Ed. 789 (1955). District courts were
given more discretion to transfer under § 1404(a) than they had to dismiss on grounds of forum
non con veniens. Id. , at 31-32, 75

The reasoning employed in Van Dusen v. Barrack is simply inapplicable to dismissals on
grounds of forum non conveniens . That case did not discuss the common-law doctrine. Rather, it
focused on “the construction and application” of 5 1404(a). 376 U.S., at 613 , 84 S.Ct., at 807-08.
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20 Emphasizing the re
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medial purpose of the statute, Barrack concluded that Congress could not have intended a
transfer to be accompanied by a change in law. Id. , at 622, 84 SCt, at 812 . The statute was
designed as a “federal housekeeping measure,” allowing easy change of venue within a unified
federal system. Id. , at 613, 84 SOt., at 807-08 . The Court feared that if a change in venue were
accompanied by a change in law, forum-shopping parties would take unfair advantage of the
relaxed standards for transfer. The rule was necessary to ensure the just and efficient operation
of the statute. 21

We do not hold that the possibility of an unfavorable change in law should never be a
relevant consideration in a forum non conveniens inquiry. Of course, if the remedy provided by
the alternative forum is so clearly inadequate or unsatisfactory that it is no remedy at all, the
unfavorable change in law may be given substantial weight: the district court may conclude that
dismissal would not be in the interests of justice. 22 In these cases, however, the remedies that
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would be provided by the Scottish courts do not fall within this category. Although the relatives of
the decedents may not be able to rely on a strict liability theory, and although their potential
damages award may be smaller, there is no danger that they will be deprived of any remedy or
treated unfairly.

The Court of Appeals also erred in rejecting the District Courts Gilbert analysis. The Court
of Appeals stated that more weight should have been given to the plaintiffs choice of forum, and
criticized the District Courts analysis of the private and public interests. However, the District
Courts decision regarding the deference due plaintif?s choice of forum was appropriate.
Furthermore, we do not believe that the District Court abused its discretion in weighing the
private and public interests.

A.

The District Court acknowledged that there is ordinarily a strong presumption in favor of the
plaintiffs choice of forum, which may be overcome only when the private and public interest
factors clearly point towards trial in the alternative forum, It held, however, that the presumption
applies with less force when the plaintiff or teal parties in interest are foreign.

The District Courts distinction between resident or citizen plaintiffs and foreign plaintiffs is
fully justified. In Koster , the Court indicated that a plaintiffs choice of forum is entitled to greater
deference when the plaintiff has chosen the home forum. 330 U.S.. at 524 67 S.Ct., at 831-832.23 When the home forum has
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been chosen, itis reasonable to assume that this choice is convenient. When the plaintiff is
foreign, however, this assumption is much less reasonable. Because the central purpose of any
forum non conveniens inquiry is to ensure that the trial is convenient, a foreign plaintiffs choice
deserves less deference. 24
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B
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The forum non conveniens determination is committed to the sound discretion of the trialcourt. It may be reversed only when there has been a clear abuse of discretion; where the courthas considered alt relevant public and private interest factors, and where its balancing of thesefactors is reasonable, its decision deserves substantial deference. Gilbert 330 U.S., at 511-512,at 844-845 ; Kostet , 330 U.S., at 531 , 67 S.Ct., at 835 . Here, the Court of Appealsexpressly acknowledged that the standard of review was one of abuse of discretion. In examiningthe District Couits analysis of the public and private interests, however, the Court of Appealsseems to have lost sight of this rule, and substituted its own judgment for that of the District Court.

(1)

In analyzing the private interest factors, the District Court stated that the connections withScotland are ‘overwhelming.’ 479 F.Supp.. at 732 . This characterization may be somewhatexaggerated. Particularly with respect to the question of relative ease of access to sources ofproof, the private interests point in both directions. As respondent emphasizes, recordsconcerning the design, manufacture, and testing of the propeller and plane are located in theUnited States. She would have greater access to sources of proof relevant to her strict liability
and negligence theories if trial were held here. 25 However, the District Court did not act
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unreasonably in concluding that fewer evidentiary problems would be posed it the trial were heldin Scotland. A large proportion of the relevant evidence is located in Great Britain.

The Court of Appeals found that the problems of proof could not be given any weightbecause Piper and Hartzell failed to describe with specificity the evidence they would not be ableto obtain if trial were held in the United States. It suggested that defendants seeking forum nonconveniens dismissal must submit affidavits identifying the witnesses they would call and thetestimony these witnesses would provide if the trial were held in the alternative forum. Such
detail is not necessary. 26 Piper and Hartzell have moved for dismissal precisely because manycrucial witnesses are located beyond the reach of compulsory process, and thus are dfficuIttoidentify or interview. Requiring extensive investigation would defeat the purpose of their motion.Of course, defendants must provide enough information to enable the District Court to balancethe parties’ interests. Our examination of the record convinces us that sufficient in-
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formation was provided here. Both Piper and Hartze!l submitted affidavits describing the
evidenflary problems they would face if the trial were held in the United States, 27

The District Court correctly concluded that the problems posed by the inability to impleadpotential third-party defendants clearly supported holding the trial in Scotland. Joinder of thepilot4s estate, Air Navigation, and McDonald is crucial to the presentation of petitioners’ defense.If Piper and Hartzell can show that the accident was caused not by a design detect, but rather bythe negligence of the pilot, the plane’s owners, or the charter company, they will be relieved of allliability. It is true, of course, that if Harizell and Piper were found liable after a trial in the UnitedStates, they could institute an action for indemnity or contribution against these parties inScotland. Itwould be tar more convenient, however, to resolve all claims in one trial. The Court ofAppeals rejected this argument. Forcing petitioners to rely on actions for indemnity or
contributions would be “burdensome” but not “unfair.” 630 F.2d, at 162. Finding that trial in theplaintiffs chosen forum would be burdensome, however, is sufficient to support dismissal on
grounds of forum non conveniens 28

(2)

The District Court’s review of the factors relating to the public interest was also reasonable.On the basis of its
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choice-of-law analysis, it concluded that it the case were tried in the Middle District of
Pennsylvania, Pennsylvania law would apply to Piper and Scottish law to Hartzell. It stated that a
trial involving two sets of laws would be confusing to the jury. It also noted its own lack of
familiarity with Scottish law, Consideration of these problems was clearly appropriate under
Gilbert; in that case we explicitly held that the need to apply foreign law pointed towards
dismissal. 29 The Court of Appeals found that the District Court’s choice-of-law analysis was
incorrect, and that American law would apply to both Hartzell and Piper. Thus, lack of familiarity
with foreign law would not be a problem. Even if the Court of Appeals’ conclusion is correct,
however, all other public interest factors favored trial in Scotland.

Scotland has a very strong interest in this litigation. The accident occurred in its airspace.
All of the decedents were Scottish. Apart from Piper and Hartzell, all potential plaintiffs and
defendants are either Scottish or English. As we stated in Gilbert there is “a local interest in
having localized controversies decided at home.” 330 U.S.. at 509 ,fiLSCt., at 843.
Respondent argues that American citizens have an interest in ensuring that American
manufacturers are deterred from producing defective products, and that additional deterrence
might be obtained it Piper and Hartzell were tried in the United States, where they could be sued
on the basis of both negligence and strict liability. However, the incremental deterrence that
would be gained if this trial were held in an
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American court is likely to be insignificant. The American interest in this accident is simply not
sufficient to justty the enormous commitment of judicial time and resources that would inevitably
be required if the case were to be tried here.

IV

The Court of Appeals erred in holding that the possibility of an unfavorable change in law
bars dismissal on the ground of forum non conveniens . It also erred in rejecting the District
Courts Gilbert analysis. The District Court properly decided that the presumption in favor of the
respondenrs forum choice applied with less than maximum force because the teal parties in
interest are foreign. It did not act unreasonably in deciding that the private interests pointed
towards trial in Scotland. Nor did it act unreasonably in deciding that the public interests favored
trial in Scotland. Thus, the judgment of the Court of Appeals is

Reversed.

Justice POWELL took no part in the decision of these cases.

Justice O’CONNOR took no part in the consideration or decision of these cases.
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